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Abstract 
Oiic of the main interests in fractal analysis is to study Diriclilct forms and stochaiJtic 
processes on fractal sets. Siiicc the work of Dcnkcr and Sato, there has been a lot 
of work that applies the boundary theory of random walk to fractal analysis. 
Ill Chapters 2 and 3，wc give an exposition of the boundary theory of random 
walk. Wc show that a self-similar set K satisfying the open set condition can be 
identified as the Martin boundary of any (transient) strictly reversible random walk 
on the augmented rooted tree of K, 
In [35], Kaimanovich defined a hypcrbolic Sicrpinski graph and showed that the 
simple random walk on it has a Martin boundary homconiorpliic to the Sicrpinski 
gasket K. Ill Chapter 4，we introduce a reflection principle and show that the hit-
ting distribution starting from the root equals the normalized dini/^ A'-diiiiciisioiial 
Hausdorff measure // on K. In particular, the hitting distribution starting from any 
vertex is absolutely continuous with rcspcct to //• 
Recently, Kigami [40] constructed a class of induccd Diriclilct forms on Cantor 
sets by transient reversible random walks on trees. In Chapter 5, we show that for 
many self-similar sets satisfying the open set condition, induccd non-local Dirichlet 
forms can be constructed by strictly reversible random walks on the augmented 
rooted trees under a uniform drift condition. The form gives rise to a jump process 
on the self-similar set. 
« 






邊界和雙曲邊界同樣等於Sicrpinski gasket K。在第四章我們深入探討這個隨機 
游動。通過一個新的反射原理，我們證明如果從原點出發，隨機游動極限的分佈 
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1-1 Problems of fractal analysis 
The development of fractal analysis began in the 1980s. The initial motivations came 
from statistical physics, and soon the subject gained mathematical interest. The first 
rigorous work wa.s the construction of the Brownian motion on the Sicrpinski gasket 
6，37]. Interesting new phenomena were discovered. For example, the Brownian 
motion exhibits subdiffusivc behavior, i.e. the space-time scaliiig is different from 
that of Brownian motion in R^. 
The major theme of fractal analysis is to analyze Dirichlet forms and Laplacians 
on fractals. Roughly speaking, a Dirichlet form {S, V), where £： is a symmetric form 
on a Hilbcrt space fi) with domain D, is an axiomatic generalization of the 
classical Dirichlet integral 
S{u,v) = \ [ Vu' Vvdx. 
Once we have a Dirichlet form, we may use functional analysis to define a self-adjoint 
non-positive definite operator C such that £(u’ v) = -{u, Cv), where (•，.) is the 
inner product. (In classical setting this is Green's identity.) The operator £ then 
serves as a Laplacian, and gives rise to differential equations and spectral theory on 
the fractal X. 
6 
F , • 
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Oil the other hand, the operator C is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous contractivc semigroup {r/}/>o which corresponds to a Markov proccss 
{A,,} on X. (Technical conditions arc needed to show that {Xt} possesses iiicc 
properties, e.g. a Hunt proccss.) It is of interest to study the proccss in relation to 
the Dirichlct form, and to obtain heat kernel estimates. An interesting quantity here 
is the socallcd walk dimension (sec [28，29]). Thus wc have a collcction of objccts 
that arc intilnatcly related to cach other: 
u) = —{u,Cu) 
” \ \ 
Currently, two systematic approaches have been developed to construct Dirichlct 
forms on fractals defined by iterated function systems: analytic and probabilistic. In 
the analytic approach, developed by Kigami [39], we first construct energies on 
graphs approximating the fractal, then wc use a suitably scaled limit to obtain the 
desired Dirichlet form (also see [61]). In the probabilistic approach, exemplified by 
6] and [38], a Brownian motion is first constructed on the fractal, and the Laplacian 
is defined as the infinitesimal generator of the transition semigroup. So far, both 
approaches are subject to strong symmetry and separation (e.g. post-critically finite, 
or p.c.f.) conditions, and the situation in the general case is far from dear. Sec [4 
for an exposition of the state of the art. 
1.2 The boundary theory approach 
In the early 2000s, Denker and Sato [20’ 21，22] offered a new direction using the 
boundary theory of Markov chain. They showed that the Sicrpinski gasket is home-
omorphic to the Martin boundary of a transient Markov chain on a symbolic space. 
Moreover, in terms of the transition operator of the chain, they defined harmonic 
functions on the gasket consistent with those given by the analytic approach of 
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Kigaini. Tlicir work gave rise to a new 'boundary theory approach' in fractal anal-
>，si‘s. In this direction, a fractal set is represented as the limit or the boundary of 
a discrete system (e.g., random walk on a graph), and we would like to define har-
monic measures, harmonic functions and Dirichlct forms on the fractal using the 
discrete potential theory of the system. 
Figure 1.1: The Sicrpinski gasket is realized as the boundary of a random walk (see 
Chapter 3). 
There arc several ways to construct the random walks. In [19], the transition 
function is one-way and gives rise to a rcduciblc chain. This allows the Green 
function and the Martin kernels he computed explicitly. This construction was 
generalized to a class of p.c.f. fractals in [33] and in a more general setting in [46]. In 
42], the authors considered an interesting way of assigning (reducible) probabilities 
for the Sierpinski gasket, where the minimal Martin boundary are the vertices of 
the gasket, and the harmonic functions in Kigami's sense can be defined in terms of 
limits of hitting probabilities. It is hoped that this provides an alternative method 
to construct harmonic structures on fractals. 
Another approach was provided by Kaimanovich [35], who introduced the notion 
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of auyrnented rooted tree on the symbolic spacc of the Sicrpinski gasket to realize 
it as a hyperbolic boundary in the sense of Gromov [26]. Applying a deep result by 
Ancoiia [3], he showed that the simple random walk on the augmented rooted tree has 
a Martin boundary homeomorphic to the gasket (note that the walk is irrcduciblc). 
In [45], the augmented rooted tree was generalized to all iterated function systems 
satisfying the open set condition, and it was shown that the hypcrbolic boundary 
is homcomorphic to the self-similar set. It is natural to try the simple (or a more 
general) random walk on these graphs. Using the result of Aiicona, wc will show in 
Chapter 3 that for a class of reversible random walks the Martin boundary coincides 
with the hypcrbolic boundary, which is the self-similar set. 
Rcccntly, using transient reversible random walks on trees, Kigami [40] con-
structed a class of induced Dirichlet forms on the Cantor sets. The main idea is to 
define the energy of a function u on the Martin boundary as where Hu is 
the Poissoii integral of u and Sxl'] is the graph energy. The domain of the energy 
consists of those sqiiarc-intcgrablc boundary functions u such that £*a'[丑“]< oo. 
The Dirichlct form thus obtained is non-local, and the associated Hunt procctis is 
a jump process. Using the techniques of rcsistancc forms, Kigami obtained ccrtain 
expressions of the jump kernel and heat kernel estimates of the jump process. This 
construction is analogous to the classical Douglas integral, which describes the p ro 
ccss on the circle iiiduccd by the reflected Brownian motion on the disc (see Example 
1.2.3 of [25]). 
1.3 Summary of the thesis 
This thesis is based on the results in [62, 63]. We study harmonic measures, Dirichlct 
forms and induccd jump processes on self-similar sets using reversible random walks 
on the augmented rooted trees defined in [45]. Our main result generalizes Kigami,s 
‘ construction of induccd Dirichlct forms on Cantor sets to a class of self-similar sets 
r ‘ 
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satisfying the open set condition. 
Chapters 2 and 3 arc preparatory and may serve as a quick iiitrodiictioii to 
boundary theory. Chapter 2 outlines the general results of Martin boundary theory 
for transient Markov chains. In Chapter 3 wc study hypcrbolic graphs and the 
associated hypcrbolic boundaries. Then wc state a deep result (Ancona's theorem) 
that relates the two classcs of boundaries. For us, the main concrctc examples arc 
iterated function systems (IFS) satisfying the open set condition (OSC). Following 
45), for such an IFS we can define an augmented rooted tree (X,E), which is a 
hypcrbolic graph. The following result, proved in Chapter 3，establishes a link 
between fractal analysis and reversible random walks. 
Theorem 1.3.1. Let (X,E) be the augmented rooted tree of an IFS satisfying the 
OSC. Let {Zn} be a strictly reversible random walk on (X, E) with transition func-
tion P. Then the Martin boundary coincides with the hyperbolic boundary, and is 
homeom.orj)hic to the self-similar set K. 
The random walk induccs naturally a family of hitting distributions on the sclf-
similar set, and a basic question is to determine or estimate these measures. In 
Chapter 4 wc study a basic model in our framework: the simple random walk 
{^n} on Sierpinski graphs. Here, the Martin boundary is homeomorphic to the (d-
dimensional) Sierpinski gasket K. We formulate a reflection principle that allows 
us to find the hitting distribution u^ = P^jfZoo G •} with starting point d. 
Theorem 1.3.2. The hitting distribution i/0(.) = P^{Zoo 6 .} is the normalized 
dimn K-dimensional Hausdorff measure. 
Corollary 1.3.3. For all xeX, = e •} is absolutely continuous with 
respect to = 
This answers a question of Kaimanovich (Problem 4.14 of [35]). Using a similar 
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In Chapter 5, wc study strictly reversible random walks on augmented rooted 
trees. In view of the classical Douglas integral and [40]，we define the induced form 
on the solf-siniilar set using the graph energy and the Poisson integral. 
Under some technical conditions, wc show that the indiiccd form is a non-local 
Dirichlet form on the self-similar set, and a modification generates a jump process. 
Theorem 1.3.4. Let {FJ^^^ be an IFS with OSC and let K be the self-similar set. 
Consider a strictly reversible random walk on the associated augmented rooted tree 
with transition probability P. If dimh A' < 2 and P satisfies the uniform drift, con-
dition, then the induced form [Sk^T^k) is a non-local Dirichlet form on v^). 
Corollary 1.3.5. Let V]^ be the ej^ydosure of C(K) nX>A-. Then is a 
regular non-local Dirichlet form and generates a Hunt jump process. 
Whereas the trees in [40] can be analyzed effectively using resistance forms, the 
augmented rooted trees considered here have dclicatc horizontal edges which make 
it difficult to estimate the transition probabilities and the Martin kernels. Our 
approach is more classical. First, wc use a result of Silvcrstein [60] to express the 
indiiccd form in terms of a double boundary integral. This is the discrete analogue 
of a formula by Doob [17] which generalized the classical Douglas integral. Next, 
we generalize a construction in [8] and identify a class of Holder functions in the 
domain of the induced form (Theorem 5.4.2). Another key step is a uniform tail 
estimate about the limit of the random walk (Theorem 5.4.3). To do this we exploit 
the structure of augmented rooted tree and separate the walk into a vertical part 
and a horizontal part. The uniform drift condition (defined in Section 5.4) allows 
us to couple the vertical part with a transient birth and death Markov chain, which 
yields the tail estimate. 
Throughout this thesis we assume that the reader is familiar with standard no-
tions of probability theory such as martingale and stopping time. All prerequisites 
can be found in [55, 56]. Also, in this thesis all function spaces are over R. We use 
, . 
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1.4 to denote the indicator function of the set A, and by�并A wc mean the number 
of elements of A. 
The results in this thesis are far from complete and many questions arc left 
unanswered. Nevertheless, wc hope that this thesis contains interesting problems 






Martin boundary was first invented to generalize Green s integral representation 
of harmonic functions to arbitrary domains (see [1, 47]). Exploiting the relation 
between potential theory and Markov processes, Doob [16] defined an analogous 
boundary for (discrete) transient Markov chains. Later work extended this to general 
state spaccs and in continuous time, and many explicit examples were worked out. 
In this chaptcr, wc give an outline of Martin boundary theory for discrete transient 
Markov chains, with equal emphasis on the probabilistic and potential theoretic 
aspects. 
2.1 Markov chains and discrete potential theory 
Let X be an infinite countable set, called the state space. A stochastic kernel on X 
is a function P : X x X [0,1] such that 
X;nr，2/) = 1, x e X 
y它X 
The powers P " of P are defined inductively by 
pOOr’ y) = I{x, y) = 5{x, y),厂…(工’ y) = y) = Yl 户"(工,之)巧之,v)' 
zex 
The collcction {P'^jn^o forms a semigroup of stochastic kernels on X. 
13 
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Let P be a stocha.stic kernel on X. A (canonical) Markov chain with transition 
function P is defined as follows. Let 
Q = X^ = {uj = (UJ0,UJI,...) ： UJn e X] 
be the path space. For cach n > 0, let : —^  X be the n-th coordinate map, i.e. 
= UJn- Define T be the a-algcbra generated by {Z„}„>Oj i e. T = c7(Z„,n > 
0). Also define Tn = cr(Zo,Z„) for n > 0. 
By Kolmogorov's extension theorem, for cach x e X, there exists a unique 
probability measure P^ on (Q, such that for all n > 0 and xq, x^ 6 X, 
We call ({Zn}n>0, 
{I®x}x6A') the Markov chain, or random walk, with transition 
function P. If is a probability measure on X (called an initial distribution), wc 
define P^ = In particular, = x} = fi(x). We simply write P 
if the initial distribution is understood or irrelevant. The chain {Z„} satisfies the 
following Markov property with transition semigroup 
= Pl^rrj = = ^l^m} = = 2/} = 
We say that an event E holds almost surely if = 1 for all x e X. For basic 
results of Markov chains such as the strong Markov property, see [52, 55 . 
Remark 2.1.1. In the literature, the terms Markov chain and random walk are used 
interchangeably. Usually, the term random walk is used when X is a graph or group, 
and P is in some way adapted to the structure of X. 
There are two important operations associated with P. For /, /x: X —> R, define 
, Pf{x) = [ y)f{y), xeX (2.1) 
yex 
and 
‘ = yex (2.2) 
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whenever the sums are well defined. If we think of P as an infinite square matrix, 
then Pf corresponds to multiplying on the right of P by the column vcctor /，and 
"尸 corresponds to multiplying on the left of P by the row vcctor Note that 
= EJ(Zi)’ and i.LP{y) = = y} if " is a probability measure on X. 
More generally, the operations (2.1) and (2.2) can be defined for any kernel on X 
(such as the Green kernel G defined below), and we shall use them without further 
comments. 
Convention 2.1.2. When we talk about Pf where P is stochastic, we assume im-
plicitly that f is P - integrabk，meaning that P\f\{x) < oo for all x. 
Wc note that if P has finite range, i.e. {y : P{x, y) > 0} is a finite set for each 
X ^ X , then every function is P-intcgrable. 
The transition function P also defines a discrete potential theory on X [16, 41， 
57，65]. Among other things, we can define (supcr)harmonic functions and potentials 
of functions on X. 
Definition 2.1.3. A junction f on X is said to be harmonic on A C X if Pf{x)= 
f (工)for all X e A. If= is replaced by <, we say that f is superharmonic on A. We 
denote byK+ (S'^) the cone of all non-negative harmonic (superharmonic) functions 
on X. 
As a simple but important remark, we note that f is (super)harmonic on X if 
and only if {/(X„)} is a (super)martingale with rcspcct to {Tn}-
Definition 2.1.4. The Green kernel of P is defined by 
e = (2.3) 
‘ n=0 
Iff:X-^ R+, we call Gf the potential of f. We say that Gf is a finite potential 
if Gf{x) < 00 for all xeX. 
/ . 
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For y e X, the function y) is the potential of the point mass Jy(-) = S(y, •) 
at y. From the identity PG = G -1 (multiply P on the left on both sides of (2.3)), 
wc see that 
(P-/)(G(.,2/))(2-)=| — 1 ， = (2.4) 
[ 0 , i f x ^ y. 
Hence G(.,y) is harmonic on X \ {2/} and is supcrharmoiiic at y. Prom the same 
identity we also see that every finite potential is siiperharmonic. 
Interpreted in probabilistic terms, 
00 / 00 \ 
你，y) = E 厂工,2/) = E : E 1 , � 
n=0 \n=0 / 
is the cxpccted number of visits to y (counting the starting point) if the chain starts 
at X. If y) <00 for all x,y e X, wc say that chain is transient 
The definition G = Yin 户"is motivated by the Euler integral over time in clas-
sical potential theory [12, 41]: 
广 1 1 
/ Pt{oo,y)dt = , x,ij£ > 0. Jo X - y 
Here Pt{x,y) = ( 2二 3 / 2 i s the transition density of the standard Brownian 
motion in R^ and 去]^ is the Green function of R^. By Fubini's theorem, the 
potential of a charge with density / > 0 is then 
= I 去 ^ / ⑷ 办 = f dt=厂 Ptmdt. 
Hencc, we have formally G = J^ Ptdt. 
Consider a transient chain {Z^}. Almost surely, the chain will leave any finite 
subset of X eventually. Martin boundary theory provides a rigorous description of 
the limiting behavior of the chain by introducing a compactification X of the state 
space X. In the completed space X, the chain converges almost surely to a point 
‘ Zoo = limn—00 Zn on the Martin boundary M ^ X\X. The hitting distributions 
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of Zoo on the boundary can be used to derive integral representation theorems for 
ccrtain classes of harmonic and siipcrharmonic functions. 
Wc end this section by collecting some useful results of potential theory [55]. Let 
{Zn} be a Markov chain on X with transition probability P. 
Theorem 2.1.5. (Riesz decomposition) Every f £ can be decomposed 
uniquely in the form 
f�二 Gg + h, 
where Gg is a finite potential and h G H+. In fact, g — [I — P)/. 
Proof. Sincc f is supcrharmonic, P "/ decreases to a non-negative harmonic function 
h. Note that 
/ 一尸"/=(/ + 尸 + …+ 一 P ) f . 
Letting n — oo, we have f = G{I-P)f-\-h. It is easy to show that the decomposition 
is unique. • 
Corollary 2.1.6. /// e is dominated above by a finite potential, then f is also 
a potential If also / €� ，then f vanishes identically. 
Proof. If f is dominated by a finite potential Gg, the harmonic part of f is lim„ P^f < 
lim„ P^'Gg = 0. If also f is harmonic, then f = G{I - P)f = GO = 0. • 
As an application, we prove a probabilistic characterization of finite potentials. 
Proposit ion 2.1.7. Let f G Then f is a potential (necessarily finite) if and 
only if lim„_oo = 0 almost surely. 
Proof. First, suppose that f = Gg is a, finite potential and let x e X. Under 
Pa：, {f{Zn)}n is a noii-negative siipcrmartingale with /(Zq) = /(ar) < oo. Hence 
by supermartingale convergence theorem f{Zn) converges almost surely. Since 
^xf{Zn) 二 夕)(aO，by Fatou's lemma we have 
, lim /(Z„)) < liminfP"(Gp)(x) = lim = lim Y P^g(x) = 0. 
k—n 
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Hciicc lim„-oc fiZr,) = 0 almost surely. 
Next, suppose that / e iS+ and lim„_oo /(^n) = 0 almost surely. Let x e X. 
By Ricsz decomposition, f = Gg + h for some g >0 and h e7i+. We need to prove 
that h= 0. Sincc {/i(Z„)}„ is a martingale under P .^, we have 
E = E,Gg{Zn) + EMZn) = E,Gg{Zn) + li{x). 
Now wc let n — oo on both sides. We have proved that Ej.Gg{Zn) — 0. On 
the other hand, sincc < f{x) for all 7i, by bounded convergence we have 
^xf(^n) 0. Hcncc we get h(x) = 0. 口 
In fact, a non-negative superinartingale {Y^} with V； — 0 is often called a 
potential in stochastic analysis [56). Proposition 2.1.7 justifies this terminology. 
2.2 Martin compactification 
In this section we define the Martin compactification and state its basic properties. 
Wc work with a transient Markov chain with transition function P. We assume the 
existence of a reference point o e X such that 
G{o,y)>0, yeX. (2.5) 
An equivalent condition is Fo{Zn = y for some n} > 0 for all y. This condition 
is clearly satisfied if the chain is irreducible ’ i.e. G{x, y) > 0 for all x,y e X. In [23], 
only the existence of a reference measure (a finite measure 7 such that -yG is positive 
and finite everywhere) is assumed. Condition (2.5) is sufficient for most applications. 
In fact, given X�P and any o 6 X, we may consider X' = {y e X \ G(o, y) > 0}. 
Then P|a"xX' is a stochastic kernel on X^ and condition (2.5) is satisfied. 
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Note that for cach y e X, Ky is proportional to y); in particular，Ky e »S+. 
Also Ky{o) = 1. The choicc of this kernel may seem mysterious. Here is a motivation. 
From (2.4), wc see that Ky is harmonic everywhere cxccpt at y. Now if wc 'push' 
y to an ideal boundary point, say then is harmonic everywhere on X. The 
boundary thus constructed is callcd the Martin boundary, and it turns out any 
harmonic function on X can be viewed as a weighted average of these functions (see 
Theorem 2.3.5). For more motivations from classical potential theory, see [7，41’ 53 . 
The Martin compactification is defined as follows. First, we define the Martin 
metric on X by 
2/) = a-G(o，力 — KyOOl, e x . 
Here the weights a. > 0 arc choscn such that Ylz^x z) < oo (see p.336 of 
41]). 
Definition 2.2.2. The completion X of X with respect to the Martin metric p is 
called the Martin compactification of X. Its topology is called the Martin topology. 
The set M = X \ X is called the Martin boundary of X. 
When we talk about measurable functions on X or M, we always refer to the 
Borel a-algebra generated by the Martin topology. 
In fact, we defined the Martin compactification in terms of the Martin metric 
only for convenience. The most important properties of the compactification are 
topological, and are summarized in the next theorem (see Theorem 7.13 and Exercise 
7.16 of [65]). 
Theorem 2.2.3. (Martin compactification) The Martin compactification X has 
the jollowing properties. 
(i) X is compact and metrizahle, and X is dense in X. The induced topology on 
X is discrete. 
/ 
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(i-i) A sequence {yn} C X is Cauchy in the Martin topology if and only if (a) the 
A�,i(:r) converges finitely for all x e X and (h) either {yn) leaves all finite 
subsets of X or is eventually constant In particular, X does not depend, up 
to homeomorphism, on the choice of {a^}. 
(in) The functions {K{x, Olxex extend continuously to M. For each y G M, the 
function K(., y) is harmonic on X. 
(iv) The (extended) family {K{x, •)}x6A' separates points on M, i.e. if yi,y2 G M 
are distinct, there exists x e X such that A'(x,yi) — K{x,y2), 
2.3 Convergence to boundary and integral repre-
sentations 
In this section wc summarize the main results of Martin boundary theory. All omit-
ted proofs can be found in [23]. There arc several approaches in the literature. In 
Dynkin's paper [23], convcrgencc to the boundary is proved using time reversal and 
the submartingale convergence theorem; the integral representation is then derived 
via Doob's h-transform. This method is due to Hunt [30]. Doob's original paper [16 
uses weak convergence of measures and is analogous to Martin's original approach 
47]. The integral representation can also be approached via Choquet's theory, for 
which we refer the reader to [44’ 56，57 . 
We continue to use the setting of Section 2.2. 
Theorem 2.3.1. (Convergence to the boundary) Almost surely, converges 
(in Martin topology) to a point Z^ = limn^oo on the Martin boundary M. 
The distribution of Zoo is called the hitting distribution. 
/ 
• 、 
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Definition 2.3.2. If ^ is a probability measure on X, the kiUtng distribution 0}Zoo 
with initial distribution ^ is the Borel probability measure�口灿 on M defined by 
�(B) = �eB}, BCM Borel 
If p�二 (5a：，we write i/^  = i^x. 
The measures {i/^jxex arc also called the harmonic measures. For any Borel 
B C M, the function x h is harmonic. The proof is a simple application of 
Markov property: 
= e 扔二 G 二 J 2 p �工 , y ^ v � . (2.6) 
yex 
Proposit ion 2.3.3. If P is irreducible, the measures {i^x}xex are absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to each other. 
Proof. For any x,yeX, there exists k>0 such that y) > 0. Iterating (2.6), 
we have �(B) = • “ 扔 > (工, 
zex 
for any Borel B C M. Hencc i/y�v^:. Similarly, u：^�i^y Hcnce they are 
equivalent. 口 
The probabilistic meaning of the (extended) Martin kernels {K{x, Olxex is given 
by the next theorem. Recall that o 6 X is a fixed reference point. 
Theorem 2.3.4. (Probabilistic meaning of Martin kernel) For all x e X 
and Borel B C M, 
MB) = [ JB 
In particular, the measure Ux is absolutely continuous with respect to Uo, and a 
version of the Radon-Nikodym derivative is�繁=K(x, •). 
Here is the main theorem of Martin boundary theory. 
'广 4 
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Theorem 2.3.5. (Martin representation) For any h e S'^, there exists a Borel 
measure "" on M such that 
Moreover, if h is harmonic, then is supported on M. 
The above theorem is not completely satisfactory in the sense that the measure 
may not be unique. The uniqueness problem leads to the notion of minimal 
Martin boundary. 
Definition 2.3.6. 
(i) A boundary point y € M is called minimal if the only choice of is the point 
'mass at y. The set Mmin = {y E M : y is minimal} is called the minimal 
Martin boundary. 
(a) A function h G is called minimal if 
/i = /ii + /i2, huh2 e 
implies that hi = cih, /12 = C2/1 for some constants Ci and C2. 
Theorem 2.3.7. (Minimal Martin boundary) 
(i) Mmin is a Borel set in X. 
(a) If we impose the condition that in the Martin representation is supported 
on Airnin, then i/^ is unique. 
(Hi) y ^ M is minimal if and only if Ky is a minimal harmonic function. 
Next we define the Poisson integral, which is ccntral to our subsequent develop-
ment. 
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Definition 2.3.8. Let u be Uo-mtcgrable (and hence Uj.-integrable for all x E X by 
Theorem 2.3.4) on M. The Poisson integral of u is the function Hu on X defined 
by 
Hu[x) = = [ K{x,y)u(y)diy,{y), x e X. 
JM 
It is easy to show that Hu is harmonic on X. The next theorem is an analogue 
of the classical Ricsz-Hcrglotz theorem [1 . 
Theorem 2.3.9. (Representation of bounded harmonic function) Every 
bounded harmonic function on X is the Poisson integral of some bounded measurable 
function on M. 
The Poisson integral gives a generalized solution of Dirichlet，s problem at infinity 
(see the next section) in the following sense. 
Theorem 2.3.10. (Probabilistic Fatou theorem) Let u be Uo-integrable on M. 
Then almost surely 
lim Hu{Zn) = 
Finally we mention that the Martin compactificatioii is optimal in the sense that 
Zoo captures all limiting behavior of the chain. To formulate this, let <9 : H ^ n be 
the shift operator defined by 
沒(0；0，0；1，0；2，…）=(0；1’0；2，•••)，UJ = (LJOjO；!, ...) G fi. 
A random variable Y is callcd final if Y o 0{uj) = Y{Ouj) — Y{ijj) for all a; € f l In 
particular, Y{UJ) does not depend on any initial segment of the path LJ. In other 
words, Y depends only on the asymptotic behavior of {Z„}. 
Theorem 2.341. Y is final if and only ifY = ^{X^) for some Borel function ip 
on Mmin-
The Martin boundary M is defined abstractly in terms of the completion X. 
Given a transient chain (with a reference point), the major task is to identify M, 
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that is to find a topological space homeomorphic to M in some natural way. See 
58] for a list of early examples. In relation to fractal analysis, the first work was 
done by Dcnkcr and Sato [20, 21, 22], who constructed a transient Markov chain 
and identified the Martin boundary as the Sierpinski gasket. 
To illustrate the ideas, we consider a very simple example. 
Example 2.3.12. (Binary tree and the Cantor set) Let the symbolic space 
X = U二o{0, l}" be endowed with a natural binary tree structure. By convention, 
we set {O，l}0 = {d} where is the empty word. The length of x = ii…in E X is 
denoted by \x\ = n. We define a stochastic kernel on X by 
P(a:,xO) = P{x,xl) = i x e X . 
Clearly, the chain is transient and the Green kernel is given by f 2-(M-W), if y is a decedent of x; 
G{x,y)= 
0, otherwise. 
In paHicular, G{'d,y) = 2""丨双I . Then with d as the reference point, we have 
f 
G(x,y) 2!工I, if y is a decedent of x; 
K{x,y) - 0 otherwise. 
< 
From this, we see that C X with \xn\ — oo converges to a point on the Martin 
boundary if and only if for each xeX, either 工„ is a decedent of x for large n, or 
is not a decedent of x for large n. In the convergent case，there exists a unique 
sequence {ik}kLi ^ {•，1}°° such that for each k, Xn is a descendent of irl2…ik for 
large n. It can then be shown that the MaHin boundary is homeomorphic to {0,1}沈 
equipped with the product topology. As is well known, the later is homeomorphic to 
the middle third Cantor set C. A homeomorphism from M to C is given by 
’ “ M - f ^� 举 eC. 
k=i 
Moreover, the hitting distribution v^ is just the uniform measure on C (identified 
with M via the given homeomorphism). See [65] for an introduction of random 
walks on trees. 
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In many eases, dircct calculation based on the Martin kernel is hard, but we 
may identify the boundary indirectly. In the next chaptcr, wc study a class of 
randoin walks on hyperbolic graphs, where it can be shown that the Martin boundary 
coincides with a geometrically defined hyperbolic boundary. If wc can identify the 
hypcrbolic boundary, we automatically get the Martin boundary. We will discuss 
general results in this direction. 
2.4 Dirichlet problem at infinity 
Let P be a stochastic kernel that defines a transient chain with Martin boundary M. 
The Dirichlet problem at infinity is the following [64]: Given a continuous function 
u on M, find a harmonic function h on X such that 
lim h(x) = ix(0, ieM, 
X 6 A ' , X — ^ 
In other words, /i is a continuous extension of u which is harmonic on X. The 
function h is called a solution with boundary value u. Wc say that the Dirichlct 
problem is solvable if every continuous u admits a unique solution. 
Proposi t ion 2.4.1. Suppose that P is irreducible and the Dirichlet problem with 
continuous boundary function u admits a solution. Then the solution is unique. 
Proof. Since P is irreducible, we have the following maximum principle : if is a 
harmonic function and h[x) = sup^g^ h(y), then h is constant. Now if hi and /i2 
are solutions with boundary value u, then hi - /12 is a solution with boundary value 
0. Think of hi -/12 as a continuous function on X (that equals 0 on M), Since X is 
compact, hi — /12 attains its maximum on X. By maximum principle, the maximum 
is 0. Similarly, the minimum is also 0. Hence hi = /12. • 
In view of classical results and probabilistic Fatou theorem, a natural candidate 
of the solution is the Poisson integral Hu. 
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Proposit ion 2A.2. Suppose P is irreducible and the Dirichlet problem at infinity 
is solvable. Then the solution with continuous boundary value u is given by Hu. 
Proof. Let h be the solution with boundary value a. By maximum principle, /i is a 
bounded harmonic function on X. By Theorem 2.3.9’ there is a bounded measurable 
function v on M such that h = Hv. By probabilistic Fatoii theorem, 
Hv{Zn) 一 v(Zoo) 
almost surely. On the other hand, since — Zoo almost surely and h is continuous 
up to the boundary with value u, we have 
h(Zn) — u(Z^) 
almost surely. It follows that v = u i^almost everywhere on M. Hciice h = Hu. • 
In fact, the above proof shows that Hu is continuous up to the boundary if 
the Dirichlct problem is solvable. The Dirichlet problem is not always solvable (an 
example can be found in Scction 6 of [36]), and to end this chaptcr wc state a general 
result that relates solvability with the harmonic measures. 
Theorem 2.4.3. (Theorem 20.3 of [64]) If P is irreducible, then the Dirichlet 
problem at infinity is solvable if and only if for every $ G My Vx weakly if 
The Dirichlet problem at infinity provides a conceptual way to think about Mar-
tin boundary theory via the classical Dirichlet problem. In Chapter 5, we will see 
that the boundary behavior of harmonic functions plays a crucial role in analyzing 
induced Dirichlet forms. 
Chapter 3 
Hyperbolic boundary 
This chapter has two aims. First, after reviewing some basic notions of random walks 
on graphs, wc formulate Ancona's theorem (Theorem 3.3.1)，which specifies a class of 
random walks on hyperbolic graphs where the Martin boundary is identified as the 
hyperbolic boundary. Second, wc show that self-similar sets satisfying the open set 
condition can be realized as the hyperbolic boundaries of augmented rooted trees, 
and hcnce the Martin boundaries of ccrtain reversible random walks by Ancona's 
theorem. 
3.1 Random walks on infinite graphs 
In the last chapter, the state space X is given abstractly without additional struc-
tures. Prom now on we focus on the case that X is an infinite graph. This gives 
rise to a geometry on X, and a new theme is to study how this geometry interacts 
with random walks defined on it. A comprehensive reference in this direction is [64 . 
Random walk on finite graphs is also of great interest, with practical applications 
such as Markov chain Monte Carlo [44’ 59]. In this section, we only collect those 
notions that are needed in our study. We focus on reversible random walks. 
We start with some graph-theoretic terminologies. An undirected graph is a pair 
27 
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(A: E) where X is a countable set of vertices and E C. X x X a, symmetric set 
of edges. Wc do not allow self-loops and multiple edges between two vcrticcs. Wc 
write rr � 2 / if G E. For x 6 X, the degree of x, denoted by dcg(a:), is the 
number of edges connecting x. Wc say that {X, E) is locally finite if dcg{x) < oo 
for all X. It has bounded degree if sup^g y < oo. U x, y e X, a, path from x 
to 2/ is a finite sequence XQ — x, Xi, = y such that (x ,^ Xi^i) G E for all i. The 
minimum n is callcd the graph distance d{x, y), and a path with minimum length is 
called a geodesic. If every pair x^y e X can be coiinectcd by a path, we say that 
(X, E) is connected . We call (X, E) a tree if it is connected and the geodesies are 
unique. Clearly, a conncctcd graph is a metric space under the graph distance. 
Henccforth we let (A", E) be an infinite graph which is connected and locally 
finite. Let P be a stochastic kernel on X. Wc say that P defines the simple random 
walk on X if 
f 
P{x,y)= \ i f " " � ^ 
I 0, otherwise. 
Wc say that P is reversible if there exists m : X — (0，oo) such that 
P{x,y)m{x) = x,y e X. 
Let y) denote the common value. It is callcd the conductance between x and 
y. In this case, we assume that x) = 0 for all x and ？/) > 0 if and only if 
X � y . Note that m{x) = Y.yex.y-^x ^ (.^^v)' We say that P is strictly reversible if 
there exists Mi, Mr> 0 such that Mi < c(x, y) < M2 whenever x ^ y. For example, 
the simple random walk is strictly reversible with 7n{x) = deg(x) and c(x, y) = 1 
f o r工�y . 
The pair {X, P) is often called an electric network due to close analogues with 
physical notions such as voltage, current and resistance [19，27]. Here, the notion of 
graph energy (analogous to the Dirichlet integral ^ f \Vf\^dx on Euclidean space) 
plays an important role. In Section 5.3 we will use it to define the induced form. 
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Definition 3.1.1. Let P be reversible with conductance c. For f : X R, the 
graph energy of f is defined by 
Sxlf] = \ E c(x,y){f(x)-f{ij)f. 
x,y€X,x~2/ 
We say that f has finite graph energy if Sx[f] < oo, and use Vx to denote the set 
of all functions with finite graph energy. 
It is easy to show that Vx is a linear space, and the graph energy extends to a 
prc-inncr product Sx[f,g) on Vx by polarization. Clearly, Sx\f] = /) = 0 if 
and only if f is constant. Wc get a Hilbcrt spacc by fixing the value at a particular 
vertex. 
Proposit ion 3.1.2. (Lemma 24 of [64]) Let XQ e X be fixed. Then Vx is a Hilbert 
space under the inner product 
</’ 9)v = f(xo)gM + Sx(/, fif), Vx. 
Furthermore, convergence in {Vx,Sx) implies pointwise convergence. 
Another significance of reversible random walk is that if we think of m as a 
measure on X, then y) = the transition density of the walk with respect 
to m, is symmetric, i.e. p{x, y) = p(y, x) for x,y eX. 
Next we collect some geometric adaptedness conditions on P (many more can 
be found in [64]). They will be needed in the formulation of Ancona's theorem. 
Definition 3.1.3. Consider a random walk on (X, E) defined by the stochastic ker-
nel P. 
(i) The random walk is called uniformly irreducible if there exists e o � 0 and 
K <oo such that x � y implies y)>£ for some k<K. 
(a) The random walk has bounded range if 
sup{d(x, y):x,y eX, P{x, y) > 0} < oo. 
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For example, the simple random walk is iinifornily irrcduciblc if (A', E) has 
bounded degree. Clearly, every reversible random walk has bounded range. 
Finally, wc introduce the spectral radius of an irrcduciblc Markov chain. 
Definition 3.1.4. If P is irreducible, the value p[P) = lim sup^^^^ y)n (in-
dependent of X:y € X) is called the spectral radius of P. 
To see the indepcndciicc, let xi,yi,X2,y2 G X be given. By irrcducibility, we can 
choosc k,l such that P''{xi,x2) > 0 and (2/2, 2/1) > 0. Then 
知 1 ,2/1) < 
Taking the (k + n + /)-th root and letting n — 00, wc get lim sup^^^^ »2/i)" < 
l i m s u p n — B y symmetry, we also have the other direction. 
If p(P) < 1, then decays geometrically for all x,y e X. In particular, 
G(x, y) — P^{x,y) < 00 and the walk is transient. The converse is not true. 
Example 3.1.5. For the simple random walk on the lattice Z^, it is well known that 
尸"(0’0)�Qn-i, 
where q > 0 is some constant It follows that p{P) = 1，and the walk is transient if 
and only if d>3. 
Example 3.1.6. (Section ID of [64]) The homogeneous tree Tm is the infinite tree 
(unique up to graph isomorphism) such that deg(a:) = M for all x. For the simple 
random walk on Tm, one has 
" (尸 ) = — M — 
For M = 2，Tm is isomorphic to Z and p{P) = 1. For M > 3, p(P) < 1. 
We will be interested in the case p{P) < 1 . For reversible random walks, one 
can give a geometric characterization of p(P) < 1 which is sometimes easier to 
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cheek. Consider an clcctric network (X, P) with conductaiicc c and measure m (i.e. 
y) = c(.T, y)7n{x)). Wc regard m as a measure on X. U Ac X, let 
dA = {{x,ij)eE:xeA,yiA} 
be the boundary of D. Also define 
a州二 E c{x,y). 
Definition 3.1.7. We say that the electric network (X, P) satisfies a strong isoperi-
metric inequality if there exists n > 0 such that 
Tn{A) < H,a{dA) 
for all finite subset A C X. 
Theorem 3.1.8. (Theorem 10.3 of [64]) Suppose P defines a reversible random 
walk on (X, E). Then p{P) < 1 if and only if the electric network (X, P) satisfies a 
strong isoperimetric inequality. 
3.2 Hyperbolic compactification 
Again we let (X, E) be an infinite graph which is connected and locally finite. For 
x,y,z G X, a geodesic triangle is formed by choosing a gcodesic path for each pair 
of the points. For 5 > 0, we say that a geodesic triangle is 5-thin if every point on 
any one of the geodesies has distance at most 5 from the other two geodesies. The 
following notion of hypcrbolicity is introduced by Gromov [26 . 
Definition 3.2 J . We say that {X, E) is hyperbolic if there exists > 0 such that 
all geodesic triangles are 5-thin. 
Example 3.2.2. If (X, E) is a tree，then every geodesic triangle is 0-thin. Hence 
every tree is a hyperbolic graph. On the other hand, the lattice 1? is not hyperbolic. 
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Hyperbolicity may also be defined in terms of the Grornov product . Let o G X 
be a fixed base point. For t G X, wc write \x\ = d(o, x). For E X, the Grornov 
product between x and y relative to o is defined by 
xAy\ = + - d{x,y)). 
For hypcrbolic graphs, the Grornov product \xAy\ is roughly equal to the distance 
between o and 7r(x, y). 
Proposit ion 3.2.3. If {X, E) is 5-hyperbolic, then there exists 6' >0 such that 
d{o, 7r(a：, y)) - 26' <\xAy\< d(o, 7r(x, y)), x,y e X 
The following characterization is used in the construction of hyperbolic compact-
ification. 
Proposit ion 3.2.4. A graph (X, E) is hyperbolic if and only if there exists 6 > 0 
such that 
xA 2/1 £ min{|y A ；：丨，A a:|} — (J (3.1) 
for all x,y,z 6 X. 
Now we describe the construction of the hyperbolic compactification (see [64 
for details). Let (X, E) be a hypcrbolic graph with base point o and let S be the 
constant in (3.1). 
First choose a > 0 such that o! = e^^^ — 1 < y/2. For x,y Q X, we define 
f 
0, iix = y] 
Pa{x,y) = ^ 
exp(-a|a;八 2/1), l i x ^ y . 
Proposit ion 3.2.5. For x^ y G X，define n 
y) = : n > = x,xn = y, x^ … ， € X}. 
1=1 
Then 6a is a metric on X and {l-2a')pa{x,y) < 9a{x,y) < pa(x,y) for allx,y e X. 
巍 
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Definition 3.2.6. The completion X^ of X under the mctric 9a is called the hy-
perbolic compactification of (X, E). The set dX = X^ \ X is callcd the hyperbolic 
boundary of X. 
We summarize the main properties of the hyperbolic compactification in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3^2.7. (Hyperbolic compactification) The hyperbolic compactifica-
tion�义has the following properties. 
ft) X^ is compact and metrizahle, and X is dense in The induced topology 
on X is discrete. 
(ii) A sequence {x^} C X with — oo is Cauchy if and only 2/lin„，7„—oo 八 
Xjfi\ = 00. If C X is another such sequence, then {xn} and have the 
same limit if and only if lim„_»oo |a:„ A 队 = 00. In particular, 
X" does not 
depend, up to homeomorphism, on the choice of a. 
(in) Every geodesic ray (a map t : N — X such that (/(r(n), r(m)) = \n - m| for 
all n, m) converges to a point on the hyperbolic boundary, 
(iv) Conversely, each point ^ G dX on the hyperbolic boundary is the limit of some 
geodesic ray starting at o. 
Similar to the case of Martin boundary, given a hyperbolic graph, we would like 
to identify the hyperbolic boundary, i.e. to find a topological space homeomorphic 
to dX. 
3.3 Ancona's theorem 
We can now formulate the following deep result due to Ancona [3]. It specifies 
a general class of random walks for which identification of the Martin boundary 
reduces to the identification of the hyperbolic boundary. 
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Theorem 3.3.1. (Ancona's theorem) Let X be a hyperbolic graph, and P be 
uniformly irreducible, with bounded range, and p(P) < 1. Then for any reference 
point the Martin compactification is the same as the hyperbolic compactification, and 
Mrrnn = M = dX. 
In more details, (the proof of) Ancona's theorem says the following. Let X 
be the Martin compactification of X under P. Also let X" be the hypcrbolic 
compartifiration. Note that X" depends only on the graph (X, E) but not on P. 
There arc two conclusions: 
(i) The identity map l : X X can be extended uniquely to a homeomorphism 
t from X^ to X. In fact, if f G dX, C X and 丄—//《，then the 
scqucncc {a:„} is Cauchy in X, and the limit of {xvj in X does not depend 
on the sequence chosen. We thus define t(^) as that limit. In particular, M is 
homcomorphic to dX via L. 
(ii) Every r] E Mis minimal (see Definition 2.3.6). Hence M = Mmin-
The proof of Ancona's theorem is quite technical and requires a fairly large 
amount of prerequisites. For details, see [3，64 . 
3.4 Self-similar sets as hyperbolic boundaries 
Following [45], we show in this section that a class of self-similar sets can be realized 
as the hyperbolic boundaries of augmented rooted trees. These will be the main 
objects of the thesis. 
An iterated function system (IFS) on 股“ is a set of contractions N >2. 
It is well known that there exists a unique non-empty compact set K such that 
i=l 
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Wc call K the invariant set of the IFS {F j j l i (see [24]). If all F] arc smiilitLideii, 
i.e. 
mx) - Fi{y)\ = r,\x - 1/1 
where 0 < < 1, then K is called a self-similar set. (Wc call vi the contraction 
ratio of F .^) We say that the IFS satisfies the open set condition if there exists a 
non-empty bounded open set O such that 
F^{0) C O and FiiO) H F八O) = 0 for all i + j. 
Let be an IFS of similitudes satisfying the open set condition and with 
contraction ratios Wc will define an augmented rooted tree following [45 . 
Wc begin with some notations. For cach integer n > 0, let E = (J二o{l, 2 , i V } " 
be the set of finite words in the alphabet {1，2,…’ A,}. (For notational coiivcnicnce, 
we may use other alphabets in specific cases.) By convention, { 1 , 2 , N } ^ = W 
where d is the empty word. The length of the word x = i\..,in is denoted by |x| = n. 
For X = /i-.in and y = 力 … w e define xy = ii…inji."jm be the concatenation. 
For X = ii...in G S, we let F^ be the composition 
Fx = i^ ii o … o 
To deal with the possibly different contraction ratios, we will group together 
words that have approximately equal contraction ratio. Let r = min{ri : 1 < i < 
N}, For n ^ 0, define 
Jn = {x = ii...ik e E : Ti广.Tik < r " < 知一i}. 
Clearly, Jo = and Jn^ Jm = lov n ^ m. Moreover, for each x € Jn, 
there is a unique x一 € Jn-\ and y € D such that x = x"y . In particular, if all Si 
have the same contraction ratio, then Jn = {1’ ...,7V}" and x~ is just x with the 
last symbol deleted. 
Definition 3.4.1. (Augmented rooted tree) The augmented rooted tree {X, E) 
associated with is defined as follows. Ltt X = IJ^o 义. T h e edge set 
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E = Ey U Eft consists of a vertical edge relation � v and a horizontal edge relation 
�/,, For X, y G X, x - y , 
(x,y) G E^ , 4=> X � " y y = x— o r x = y-， 
(x,y) e Eh X �/, y 分 |x| = |y| anc? i^ x(A') n i^ y(A') # 0. 
We write x � y if and only � ” y orx � h y. choose d as the base point 
Example 3.4.2. (Sierpinski gasket) Suppose {po’Pi,…，Pd} C R" generates a 
regular simplex in R"，i.e. \pi 一 巧 | == For each i 二 0，1,…，d, define 
Fi{x) = ^Pi + = Pi), X G R 气 
The d-dimensional Sierpinski gasket (with vertices {po,Pu ••,Pd}) is the self-similar 
set K of the IFS The corresponding augmented rooted trees, called the 
Sierpinski graphs, were first introduced by Kaimanovich [35]. 
。赢u。泰 
c/ = l 
Figure 3.1: Sierpinski graphs for (i = 1,2. 
We note that when d�二 1，K is simply the (unit) line segment [po，Pi]. This is 
the simplest non-trivial example of our framework. The simple random walk on 
Sierpinski graphs is the subject of the next chapter. 
Example 3.4.3. ((0，2，3)-Cantor set on [0，1]) Consider the following similitudes 
on R: 
FO{x) = F2{x) = j x + l F2{x) = + | 
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The self-strmlar set K corresponding to the IFS {FQ,F2,F-6} is called the (0,2,3)-
Cantor set on [0，1]. Its augmented rooted tree is shown below. 
d 
Figure 3.2: Augmented rooted tree of the (0,2,3)-Cantor set. 
We give one more example where the contraction ratios are different. 
Example 3.4.4. (Unit interval with unequal contraction ratios) Consider 
on R the following maps: 
Fo{x) = Ax, Fi(a-) = A x^ + A, 
where A = ^ ^ « 0.618 is the positive root o/x^ + x - l = 0. The contraction ratios 
are r � = A and ri 二 入2，so r = min{ro,ri} = A^ . The self-similar set of the IFS 
{Fo,Fi} is [0,1]. The next figure shows the first two levels of the augmented rooted 
tree. 
'0 
0000/ 1091 /o^l / 4 \ 
0001 010 100 11 
Figure 3.3: Augmented rooted tree of the IFS {Fq, Fi}. 
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This should be compared with Example 34-2 where d = 1. Although the sdf-sirmlar 
set is still [0，1), here the augmented rooted tree is much more complicated. 
Remark 3.4.5. The augmented rooted tree depends really on the IFS. However, if 
the IFS is clear from the context, we shall only refer to the self-similar set 
Remark 3.4.6. The horizontal edge set Eh can be defined using more general con-
ditions (see [45]). For example, when we study the Sierpinski carpet, we may want 
to have x � y if and only if |x| = |y| and dimi/(Fx(A') fl Fy(ii') > 1. 
We summarize the main results of [45] in the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.7. Let be an IFS of contractive similitudes satisfying the open 
set condition. Then 
(i) The augmented rooted tree (X, E) is a hyperbolic graph. 
(it) The self-similar set K is homeomorphic to the hyperbolic boundary dX of 
(X, E). A homeomorphism is given by the map (I> : dX K defined by 
= lim F^Jxo), n—•oo 
where $ = [xi,x2,...] is a geodesic ray from converging to《，and Xq e K is 
an arbitrary, but fixed, point. 
By Ancona's theorem, we immediately get the following. 
Corollary 3.4.8. Suppose P defines a random walk on the augmented tret (X,E) 
which is uniformly irreducible, with hounded range, and p{P) < 1. Then the Martin 
boundary M equals Mmin and is homeomorphic to K. 
We have thus established a link between the boundary theory of random walk 
and self-similar sets. To be complete, however, we must specify the homeomorhpism. 
By Ancona's theorem and Theorem 3.4.7，we will take = ^ o r^ : M K: 
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geometnc structure hyperbolic boundary 
(兄 E) > OX = \ X h�me_:ph^sm 
Lau-Wang's theorem 
X homeomorphism ^ 
Ancona's theorem 一 A 
\]f = <I>o 
( X , P) > M == X \ X ^ homeomorphism 
probabilistic/potential- Martin boundary 
theoretic structure 
Figure 3.4: The homeomorphism from M to K 
With respect to this homeomorphism, the hitting distribution of Z次 induccd on 
K is given by 
/ix(B) = Px{^oo € 少-i(^}’ BCK Borel • 
In what follows we will suppress the hoiiicoinorpliisrii 少 = o 厂i and identify 
dX with K and //^  with i/^ . In Corollary 3.5.2, we give a more convenient expression 
of the limit on K. 
Now we specify an explicit class of random walks which satisfies the hypotheses 
of Ancona's theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.9. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 34-Z assume P defined on 
{X,E) is strictly reversible (i.e. Mi < c{x, y) < M2 whenever x � y ) . Then 
the random walk satisfies the hypotheses of Ancona's theorem (Theorem 3.3.1). In 
particular, this is the case for the simple random walk. 
> 
To prove Theorem 3.4.9, we need the following facts. 
Lemma 3.4.10. Consider the augmented rooted tree of an IFS thai satisfies 
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认e open set condition. Then there exists k" > 0 such that for all xeX, 
" S #{y e X : y- = x} S #{y e X : y � " x } < k'\ 
/n particular, N < dcg(x) < k' + k" + 1 for all x 6 X. 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [45]. • 
For a graph, an unbranched path with length n is a path xq, xi, ".,Xn such that 
dcg(a:i) = 2 for 1 < ?； < n - 1. 
Lemma 3.4.11. (Theorem 10.9 of [64]) Let T be a tree with dcg{a:) > 2 for all 
^ Then the electric network for the simple random walk on T satisfies a strong 
isoptnmttric iriequality if mid only if there is a finite upper bound on the Itngihs of 
its unbranched paths. 
Proof of Theorem 34.9. Suppose P is reversible with the stated properties. It is 
dear that the associated random walk is uniformly irreducible with bounded range. 
It remains to show that p{P) < 1. By Theorem 3.1.8, it suffices to show that the 
clcctric network {X, P) satisfies a strong isoperimetric inequality. 
Consider the subgraph (X, £；)，which is a tree. By Lemma 3.4.10, exccpt each 
vertex of T has minimum degree TV + 1 > 3. Clearly, the tree has no unbranchcd 
paths of length greater than 1. Hence, by Lemma 3.4.11’ there exists > 0 such 
that for any finite subset A C X, 
X)dego(x) < K E 1. (3.2) 
Here dego denotes degree in the tree [X, E J . 
We show that (3.2) implies a corresponding isoperimetric inequality for {X, P). 
First, we note that since Mi < c(x, y) < M2 whenever x � y ’ 
Mdeg(x) < m(x) = c(x,y) < M2deg(x). 
y€A":y~x 
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Also, by Lemma 3.4.10， 
dcg(x) < k丨 + k" + 1 < +ldcg�(x). 
It follows that for any finite set A C X, 
m{A) = X： m(x) < ^二+ 1 E dcgo(x). (3.3) 
xeA xeA 
On the other haiid, 
E I S去 E 啦 , E c(x’y) = ^ _ ) . (3.4) 
Combining (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), wc get 
, … A M / f ' + r + l) 力、 爪 ( ） - 片 m J ^ — — 
for all finite A C X. Hcncc P) satisfies a strong isoperimetric inequality. 
, • 
The hypotheses of Ancona's theorem may not hold if P is only assumed to be 
reversible. For example, consider the Sierpinski graph {X, E) where d = 1 (Example 
3.4.2). Fix 0 < A < 1 and let P be defined by the following conductances: 
c(x,xi) = AW, xeX,i = 0,1; 
c(x,y) = 1, x � " y . 
Proposit ion 3.4.12. Consider the random walk {Z„} defined by the above transi-
tion function P. Then r(P) = 1 and is recurrent if and only if X < 
Proof. To show that r(P) = 1，we use the criteria given in Theorem 3.1.8. Let 
= {x € X : |x| < n}. 
Then = 2". It is easy to see that m(x) > 1 for all x e X, and so 
x€A 
4 
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On the other hand, 
^ = {(x，xi):|x| = n，？: = 0’1}. 
Then�替 dAn == and 
aidAr.) = c(x，y) = 2”+iA". 
(x,y)e^ M” 
It follows that 
a{dAn) 一 2A" 
朋 n — oo, and hence the strong isoperimetric inequality is not satisfied. By Tlieo-
rcin 3.1.8, the walk has spcctral radius r{P) = 1. 
Let A < I and wc show that the walk is rccurrcnt. Wc use the method of shorting 
(see p.21 of [64]). Let 
= { x e X : |x| = i }， i € N二 {0,1，…}• 
Then {XjieN is a partition of X. We define the shorted network N with the con-
ductances defined by 
c'(i，“l)= c(x’y) = 2终 IV’ i > 0 . 
xeXi,y€Xi+i 
Wc claim that the reversible random walk {Wn} defined by (N’c') is rccurrcnt. By 
Theorem 2.19 of [64], this shows that {Zn} is recurrent. In fact, {Wn} is a birth 
and death chain on N with transition probabilities 
、 ’1， ^ = 0; 
, 丽 ， I - L 
By elementary Markov chain theory (see e.g. [52]), we know that {Wn} is rccurrcnt 
if and only if 
2A ^ 1 口 1 
< - ^ X < 
2A + 1 - 2 一 2 
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Finally, let A > ^ and consider the subnetwork which is a binary tree. 
Let {Yn} be the reversible random walk defined by (X, It is easy to see that the 
process {IKI} is a birth and death chain on N with the same transition probability 
as that of {Wn}. It follows that {\Yn\} is transient (sincc A > and so docs {K}. 
By Corollary 2.15 of [64], {Zn} is also transient. 口 
Before closing this section, we remark that there exists other identification the-
orems for hypcrbolic boundaries. In particular, the theory of self-similar groups 
provides a lot of interesting examples of hypcrbolic graphs [49, 50]. (It has been 
shown rccciitly that the theory has dircct links with fractal analysis, see [51]). A dis-
tinguished example is the self-similarity graph corresponding to the adding machine: 
龜 A 
W W 
Figure 3.5: Self-similarity graph of the adding machinc (adapted from [50]) and 
construction using the onc-dimcnsional Sierpinski graph 
It is known that this graph is hyperbolic, and the hypcrbolic boundary is homco-
morphic to the circle. It can also be constructed from the onc-dimcnsional Sicripnski 
graph (Example 3.4.2) if wc add an extra edge between 0" and r^ for all n > 1. 
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3.5 Hyperbolic compactification of augmented rooted 
trees 
Having identified the Martin or hyperbolic boundary 朋 a self-similar set, it is natural 
to interpret all results on the self-similar set via the homeomorphism ^ = ^ o 
(see Figure 3.4). For this purpose wc need more information about the hypcibolic 
compactification. 
Consider an augmented rooted tree (X, E) with hypcrbolic boundary dX. Rccall 
that (Theorem 3.4.7) dX is homcomorphic to the self-similar set K via ^^ : d X h \ 
Wc need a slightly stronger version of the lioincomorphisin. 
For x,ye K, wc use - y\ to denote the Euclidcan distance between .t and y. 
Theorem 3.5.1. Suppose that {x„} C X and — oo. Then {x,,} converges (to 
a point on dX) if and only if 
= lim Fx”(:ro) € A' 
n—>00 
exists (in the Euclidean topology). In this case，we have lim,卜ooX„ 二（公一乂？/). 
Proof. We first suppose that lim„_ooXn = 4 = '^'Hv) ^�队 Let [vi,v2,…]be 
a gcodcsic ray that converges to f By construction, oo 二（MO = V-
For cadi n, pick a canonical gcodcsic x„ = to，ti’ …’ tfc = v„ from x„ to v , , ， 
where to,…，t“ t“ and t,-,…，t, are vertical, horizontal, and vertical respectively 
(Proposition 2.2 of [45]). If K and are the length and level of the horizontal part 
rcspcctivcly, then 
； hn 
八 v„ = in - y-
Sincc {xn} and {v„} are equivalent Cauchy sequences, |x„ Av J — oo as n — oo. 
Now as the /in's are uniformly bounded above (Theorem 2.3 of [45])，— oo as 
n —»• oo. 
For the initial and the tail part of the path, wc have 
li^to(孙）-|i^tj(x。）- Ft,(xo)\ < —diam(/(). 
« 
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Also, siiicc j - i�二 hn S K, by triangle inequality we get 
|Ft,(.To) - Ft , .Ml < AV"diam(5). 
Putting these together, wc have 
| iU .To)-Fv>o) l 少“ 
where C > 0 is independent of n. Sincc In — oo, wc have 
liiii - Fv„(xo)| = 0. 
n—OO 
Sincc Mmn^ooFy^nM = y, wc coiicludc that oo F^A^o) 二 2/-
(=>)Suppose that lim„—oo F M = V- Wc prove that every subscqucncc of {x„} 
h貼 a subscqucncc that converges to C = ^^''{y)- Abusing notation, let {x„} be 
such a subscqucncc. By a simple argument, wc may pick a gcodcsic ray [vi,V2,…] 
and a subscqucncc {x^,} such that x„, is a descendant of v^. Now sincc 
- < diain(Fv,(/0) — •， 
wc concludc that 
lim Fv,(xo) 二 [lim 厂乂„,(工0) = V 
and hcncc liiiifc—oo Vfc 二 = i- Finally, wc note that A — oo sincc 
is a clcsccndant of v^. Thus x„知—�as well. 口 
Now wc draw some useful conscqucnccs of Theorem 3.5.1. They allow us to 
analyze convcrgcncc in X" via convergcncc in Euclidean topology. 
For x e X , let K^ = F^{K). Also, we define a map tt : X X by choosing an 
arbitrary element 7r(x) G K^ for every x € X. 
Corollary 3.5.2. Suppose that {x„} C X and |x„| — oo. Then {^n} converges (to 
a point on dX) if and only if 
y 二 lim 7r(Xn) € K n—»oo 
exists (in Euclidean topology). In this case，we have lim„—ooX„ = 
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Proof. Sincc i^ x(工o) e/《，wc have 
|Fx(xo) - 7r(x)| < cliaiii(A:x) < rWdiam(A：). 
Thus |Fx(xo) 一 7r(x)| — 0 whenever |x| — oo. This implies the assertion. • 
Corollary 3.5.3. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 3.4-8, the limit of Zn on K 




Simple random walk on Sierpinski 
graphs 
In the previous chaptcr, wc showed that any self-similar set K satisfying the open 
set condition is homcoiriorphic to the Martin boundary of some raiidoin walk on the 
augmented rooted tree (Corollary 3.4.8 and Proposition 3.4.9). Tlic random walk 
induccs naturally a family of probability measures on K: the hitting distributions 
of the walk. A natural question is to determine or estimate these measures. Another 
more general question is to ask whether these measures arc absolutely continuous 
with rcspcct to a self-similar measure on K. Apart from its probabilistic interest, 
this question is important bccausc the measure v必 will serve as reference measure of 
the induced Dirichlet form (see Chaptcr 5). 
Even for the simple random walk, this question is not easy. In earlier work 
(e.g. [20] and [33])’ the chain moves in one direction and the n-stcp probability 
concciitratcs on the same horizontal level. On an augmented rooted tree, the walk 
can go not only upward and downward, but also horizontally via the 'augmented 
edges'. This makes the analysis richer but more complicated. 
In this chapter we focus on a basic model: the simple random walk {Zn}n>o on 
a Sicrpinski graph (X, E) of any dimension (Example 3.4.2). We have the following 
47 
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results about the hitting distribution of the walk. 
Theorem 4.0.4. The hitting distribution ly^-) = € •} is the normalized 
dim// K-dimensional Hausdorff measure on K. 
Corollary 4.0.5. For all x € X, i/x is absolutely continuous with respect to v�二 H. 
This answers Problem 4.14 of [35 . 
The main difficulty in establishing Theorem 4.0.4 is that the transition proba-
bilities and Martin kernels arc highly intractable. Our method relies on a reflection 
principle based on the symmetries of K, and docs not involve estimation of the 
transition probabilities and Martin kernels. Wc show dircctly that ly^  satisfies two 
sets of identities: group invariance and self-similarity. They forcc v彩 to be exactly 
//,. The argument involves interesting probabilistic and algcbraic constructions, and 
can be adapted to other highly symmetric IFS. Sonic examples arc given in Scction 
4.5. 
4.1 Heuristic argument for d=l 
First wc introduce some notations to be used in this chaptcr. Fix d > I and a 
collcction of vertices {pi}Uo that generates a regular simplex in The Sierpinski 
gasket generated by the IFS Fi{x) = ^Pi + ^x, i = 0’ “.,d, is denoted by K = K� 
Wc let (X, E) be the augmented rooted tree corresponding to {Fjf^o- For x = 
— let Px = APin) be the 'dyadic point' on K corresponding to x. 
In particular, for i ^ j , 
Pij = Pji = Fiipj) = Fj(pi) = ipi + 
is the midpoint of the line segment \pupj]. Also, rccall that K^ == for xeX. 
We let {Zn} be the simple random walk on (X, E) with transition function P. 
To illustrate the ideas, we give in this scction a hcuristic argument for the ease 
d = l, where K^ = [po,Pi] is simply a unit interval, say [0,1 . 
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First, from the symmetry of (X, E) and [0，1], wc see that v办 niiist bo syiiiiiiptiic 
about \: 
u ^ B ) = = M R B \ B C [0，1]. (4.1) 
Here Hi; 二 1 一 x is the rcflcction about | and is a symmetry of [0，1]. Wc call (4.1) 
a group invariance identity. 
. 
… （ 召 ） I W I I 
Figure 4.1: The reflection R and the group invariance identity. 
Clearly (4.1) is not enough, for it is not obvious whether v分 coiiccntratos at 
the ccntcr or the cndpoints. To impose more conditions on i/^ , observe that the 
subgraph 0；^： 二 {Ox : x e X} is isomorphic to X. Wc will use starting at 
to construct a simple random walk {Zk) on OX starting at 0. The joint behavior of 
Zoo and Zoo will provide the desired condition. 
The reflection R induces naturally a reflection, also denoted by R, on X which 
flips all the symbols (see Figure 4.1). For example, Rd = d and R{00101) = 11010. 
Consider the refitcttd rmidorn walk 
M Zn, W u o x 
RZN, if Zn G IX 
Note that Z^ always belongs to U OX. Now, if wc changc time and let 
Zk = where {Tk} are suitable stopping times, then {Zk} is a simple random 
walk on OX starting at 0 (we assume that ZQ = In probabilistic language, wc 
skip the visits of Z^ to and then look at the jump chain. 
4 
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M 蔬 M 
纖 / P v / P \ 
{z!!} (Z,) 
Figure 4.2: The transformation {Zn} ^ {Z/,} 
Sincc {Zfe} is a simple random walk on OX, it converges to some point Zoo in 
0，Moreover, Zk converges to a point x G [0，if and only if the original walk 
Zn converges to either :r or 1 - rr = It follows that 
eB} = eBu RB}, B c [o, 
On the other hand, [0, can be identified naturally with [0，1], and wc get 
IP^{Zoo e B} = G 2B} = Hcncc wc obtain the following self-similar 
identity: 
M 2 B ) = M B U R B ) , B C [0，I]. (4.2) 
See Figure 4.1. Now (4.1) and (4.2) imply that v彩 is the Lebesguc measure on [0，1 . 
To see this, note that by symmetry, 
(This requires us to verify that 二 0.) By the self-similar identity (4.2), 
\ ] U [•’ 11) = "“2[0，i]) = \]) = 
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i9 
/ z. / I \ 
•I \ II 
Figure 4.3: Graphical illustration of the identities 
Sincc U [1,1]) = |]) + ’ 1]) = 2"乂[0, \]) (again by symmetry), 
wc get \]) 二 ’ 1]) 二 去.Iterating this argiiniciit, wc see that "»?(/) equals 
the length of / where I is any dyadic interval. This implies that i/^ is the Lcbcsguc 
measure on [0,1]. 
Wc will now generalize to arbitrary dimension using the language of elementary 
group theory. It turns out that the definition of {Zk} and the self-similar identities 
become more subtle. Our first task is to analyze the symmetries of the d-diinciibioiial 
Sierpinski gasket K"^ in relation to the augmented rooted tree (X,E). 
4.2 Symmetries and group invariance 
Let Ad be the symmetry group of the d-dimcnsional Sierpinski gasket K = K^ C 
Also let Aut(X) be the automorphism group of (X, E)，i.e. 
Aut(X) = {(/p: A" 一 is bijcctive and x � y 分(p(x)�(^(y)}. 
4 
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The next two lemmas arc elementary. 
Lemma 4.2.1. Aa is isomorphic to the symmetric group Sd+\ . For y G Ad, dejine 
9K : { 0 ’ …，c^ } — {0，…，BY 
OKI = j if gPi =Pj-
Then qk G Sd+i, and g ^ Qk an isomorphism. We will identify g and qk-
Moreover, the transformation Rij G Ad corresponding to the transposition in 
Sd+i is a reflection in R". By convention, we set Ra = id (the identity). 
Example 4.2.2. We illustrate the rcflccMon Roi on where c/ < 3. 
Pi p:i 
L po jM 
PO P2 ^ -
d=l (1=2 d=3 
Figure 4.4: Reflection RQI 
Each g e Ad also induces an element in Aut(X) via its action on the cells K^-
L e m m a 4.2.3. For g e Ad, define gx : X�一 X by 
= y, i f g � K x � = Ky. 
Then gx G Aut(X), and g ^ gx is an injective homomorphism. We will identify g 
and gx. Moreover, P is invariant under g: for all g £ Ad and x,y £ X, 
P(x，y) 二尸(5pc，5y). 
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The next Icimiia says that g £ Ad and g G Aut(X) 'cominiito in the limit'. Here 
wc use the results in Scctioii 3.5. 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let {x„} C X, g e Ad and y e K. Then x„ 一 G dX if and 
only if gxji — I n particular, for any Borel set B in K’ {lini,^—oo 么�G 
B} = ^n e gBj = {liin„_oo(<7^n) G gB}. 
Proof. Let g € Ad be given and pick 7r(x) E K^ for x e X. By Lemma 4.2.3， 
TT(双X) G Kgx = <y(A'x) for all x G X. It follows that 
n{gx.) 一 5'7r(x)| < diain(Ax) —> 0 
as |x| — oo. Now 7r(x„) —• y implies that 
— (jy\ < \7r{gx„) - 5f7r(x„)| + |^77r(x„) - cjy\ ^ 0 
as n—^ 00. By Corollary 3.5.2，wc have <gix„ —"扩�乂卯). • 
Now wc can formulate the group invariance identity. 
Theorem 4.2.5. (Group invariance) The hitting distribution — P^(Zoo e .) 
is invariant under the action of Ad, i.e. for any Borel set B in K, 
= g e Ad. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.3，the processes {gZn} and {Z„} have the same finite di-
mensional distributions under P办 for any g e Ad- It follows by a monotone class 
argument that (gZ)oo = ^^  g^n and Zoo have the same distribution under P^ 
as well. 
Let B be a Borel set in K. Then 
Mff^) = M lim Zn € gB} 
n—•OO 
= Z n ) e B} ‘ n—*oo 
= P “ J 吵 G B) (4.3) 
= G B} (4.4) 
= M B ) -
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Note that in the above, (4.3) follows from Lemma 4.2.4, and (4.4) follows from 
the fact that {gZ)oo and Z^o have the same distribution. • 
4.3 Reflection principle 
In this scction wc construct the proccss {Zk} by ropoatcd reflections and show that 
it is a simple random walk on OX. Although wc phrase the construction in terms of 
the random walk it is a dctcrministic transformation on the sample paths: 
{Zn{uj)},,>Q {Zk{u)}k>o, LJ eft. 
Here wc uso the sample space ft consisting of all continuous paths on X, i.e. 
^n+ iM �Zn{u}) for all n and a;. Wc allow any starting point for Zq. Throughout 
this and the next scction, wc let P = Pxo where Xo e X is fixed and arl)itrary. 
and all probability statements (such as almost sure) refer to this probability unless 
otherwise stated. 
For X G A", we define the parity of x by 
j Xi, X = XiX2...X„ ^ 
pm = < 
[0 , X = t9. 
That is, p{x) is the first symbol of x. Also define 
X尺={y e : y � " X and y 碧 
In words, y e x只 if the parity changcs when the walk jumps from x to y horizontally. 
We can chcck that 
r 
{J • j 料， X = i， 
X月=j {ji'-'}, x = I >2, 
0， otherwise. 
For technical convenience, we will first change the time of {Z„} before wc do 
the reflections. Rccall that {^n} is the standard filtration associated to {Z J . Wc 
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define a sequence of {•F丄stopping times {7fc}A;>o by 
To = inf{n > 0 : Zn ^ 
Tfc+i = mf{n > n ： ^n ^ {Zt,} U {0} U A,-> 0. 
By convention, inf 0 = oo. By the strong Markov property, the proccss {Km}m>() 
defined by 
Yk = ZT�A;>0, 
is a Markov chain on X \ with rcspcct to where Qk = K^^ i^b，…’ t^*,)-
Wc consider {V^} becausc it lias the Markov property and the rcflcctcd proccss 
based on {Vit} always jumps (see Example 4.3.2). 
The transition function of {>*；} is given in the next lemma. . 
Lemma 4.3.1. (Transition function of 
(i) Suppose X is not of the form where i + j and in > 1, and y � x . Then 
(a) Suppose X = i for some i. Let a G {0, Then 
J:0<j<d 以 + 上 
(Hi) Suppose X = ij爪—1，i —and m>2. Let y EiX with y � x . Then 
Proof. To prove (i), wc assume x is not of the firm i广-�Then on the event 
{Yk = x}, wc have Tk+i = Tit + 1，and so Yk+i — Zjit+i. It follows from the strong 
Markov property that 
IP{n+i = y | n = x } = = y\ZT, = x } = 
aeg(x) 
* 
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For (ii), let B = 7*2 = inf{n > 0 : |Z„| = 2} and q 玄 = G B}. 
Then € B\Yk = x} = gx By standard first-step calculations, we have 
户 0 
1 1 d 1 
^ 二 + — 彻 + Z ㈣々,，•^• = 0，…，义 
Note that dcg{j) = 1 -h d (d 1) 二 2d + 2. Solving the equations, wc get 
Qj = (ld= for all j. 
The proof of (iii) is similar to that of (ii). • 
Next wo spocify the reflections. Tho idea is the following. At any time k wc 
define Zk = GYk, where G is a (random) element in Aa choscii such that GYf, e OX. 
Whenever Y^ stays in the same subgraph iX, wc use the same G. When Vj^ +i jumps 
fiom iX to jX�where i ^ j, we first use Rij to map V^+i back to iX. Then wc use 
the original G and map the image RijYk+i to OA'. Thus Z^+i = G o 1 e OA：. 
We now define {Zk} rigorously. First, we define a sequence {^^p},,��of 
stopping times by 
So = 0， 
= IN[{m>S, :p(VJ^p(Vs^)}, P > 0. 
Also define a random sequence {Gp} in Ad by 
^p+i = Gp o Rp(Ysp�’p(Ysp+o, P>0. 
Hcncc 
Gp = ^oAYo) o Rp{Yo)Ays,) o … o Hp(ysp_i)，P(v^s,,) 
is a product of reflections induced by {Vit}. We leave Gp undefined if Sp = 00. 
Finally, for A; > 0, we define 
Zk = GpYk, iiSp<k<Sp+i. 
» 
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By induction, one can clicck that Zk G OX for all k > 0. For cacli k, let Lk be the 
random integer such that Lk{oj) = if SJ^uj) < k < Then Zk — GLiXk foi' 
all k. 
Example 4.3.2. Consider the case d = 1. We compute Yk, Gi^ and Z^ for the 
following sample path of {^n}n=o ' 
71 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Zn 'd 0 d I 10 100 001 01 00 
k 0 1 2 3 4 
Yk 0 10 100 01 00 
Lk 0 1 1 2 2 
G“ id Roi RQI id id 
Zk 0 01 Oil 01 00 
Zo z. 
AAA 
{z.} m . } {z,} 
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the processes {Zn}, {Vi} and {Zk} 
The main technical result is the following. 
Proposit ion 4.3.3. {Zk}k>o is a simple random walk on OX under P. //P = P^, 
then Zq = 0 almost surely. 
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Proof. We first check that = 0} - 1 and Px{^o =仇’p(x)x} 二 1 if x — 
Under P^, wc have almost surely that Tq = 1. Hcncc Ko = and Gp^ == Go = 
i?o,/.(V'o)- It follows that Zo 二 •R(v,(ro)”) = 0 almost surely. 
If x ¥ <9，then under Px it holds almost surely that Fq = Zo and G^Po = ^o =尺0,"(}“). 
It follows that Zo = RQ,P{YO)^O =只(V,(x)x almost surely. 
Next wc prove by induction on N that 
for any path {zjj己。in OX such that P{Z = Zo} = 1. Here dcg�denotes the 
degree in the subgraph OX and, by convention, the product is 1 when N = 0. This 
establishes that {Zk} is a simple random walk on OX. 
The ease iV == 0 is trivial. Assuinc the claim for paths of length N and consider the 
probability 
The idea is to condition on the value of Gln‘ By iterated expectation, 
_ 广 = E E l J J = 
AT 
二 I E E n 1 { 么 = = ff}E = zjv+I}I£/n) .(4.5) 
geAd U=0 . 
In the last equality, wc use the fact that { G � } and {Zj^} are adapted to {Sk}-
Now we distinguish three eases and use Lemma 4.3.1 
(i) Zyv is not of the form 0广—i where j — 0 and m > 1. Then on the event 
{^N = ^N.GLN = 9} wc have Y^ = g'^Zj^ and GLN+I = GLN = 9- It follows on 
4 > 
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the event {Zjsj = ZN�GLN = 9} that 
即{G^+iVlv+l = 
= I W v + 1 =z^ H^丨ff；v} 
= P W v + i (4.6) 
= = "一 iz^v+il^iv = 'Z'N) 
= d ^ (4.7) 
III the above, equality in (4.6) is the simple Markov property of {Vit}’ and (4.7) 
follows from Lemma 4.3.1(i). Note that dcg(Z/c) = dogo(z/c). Putting this into 
(4.5) and continuing the calculation, wc get from the induction hypothesis that 
F{Zfc = Zfc,l<A:<iV + l } 
= [ 台 产 … ] 
1 「 “ 1 = - ~ ~ 7 r E T]l{Zk = Zfc} d c g o M f i 
= f f _ _ I _ 
t o 
The remaining eases arc similar. 
(ii) zjv = 0. On the event {Zn = z^ v, Gln = ff}, wc have 
E[l{Z;v+i =^N-\-\}\QN. 
d 
and by Lcmrna 4.3.1(ii) this equals 击 = 
(iii) ZN = where j ^ 0 and m > 2. On the event {Zjv = zyv, GL^ = gj, wc 
have 
E[L{ZJV+I = ^N+I)\QN. 
=H^N+I e {g-'^ZN+u { 9 � = Ziv}, 
which equals ^ ^ ^ ^ = by Lemma 4.3.1(iii). • 
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4.4 Self-similar identity and hitting distribution 
First wc relate the hitting distribution of {Zk} with that of {Zn}. Sincc OX is 
isoniorpliic to X�wc may regard OX as the augmented rooted tree of the IFS {Fo o 
with self-similar set KQ. It follows that {Zk}, which is a simple random walk 
on OA", converges almost surely to a point on KQ- The following lemma is then 
immediate: 
Lemma 4.4.1. (Distribution of Z^o) Under F, Zk converges almost surely to a 
point Zoo on 
AN C K. For any Borel set B in AN, we have 
F ^ ^ O O = P。{ZOO E Fo'iB)} 二 "乂 F C T U B ) ) . 
Remark 4.4.2. Another way to proceed is to regard OX as a subspace. of X^ (but 
� A _ -not as a separate space). Then we prove directly that Zk converges in X". The limit 
� A _ 
Zoo belongs to the boundary of OX in X ’ which is A'O-
Next wc consider the relation between Z^o and Zoo-
Lemma 4.4.3. There exists Goo = GooM ^ 乂d such that Z^o = G^ oo^ oo-
Proof. Fix u) such that Zoo{LJ) exists and wc will suppress uj in what follows. Sincc 
Yk is a subscqucncc of Zn, wc have 
Zoo = yoc ：= lim n . 
k—*cx) 
First suppose that Z^o 一 Poi for all i ^ 0. Wc claim that there exists N such that 
f){Yk) = (){Yn) for all k> N. That is, the parity stays constant for k large enough. 
� I 
To see this, note that the parity changcs only when Zk = Or for some i and I. 
Now sincc Zoo + poi, there is some e > 0 and L G N such that when k is large, 
dist(t(Z;t), KoiL) > e for all i. It follows that Zk + Oi, where I > L, when k is large. 
Hcncc GL^  = GLN =： Goo for all A; > ^ and 
Zfc = Goon, k>N. 
« 
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Letting k —> 00, wc get Zoo = G^ oo^ oo 二 GooZoo-
Next suppose that 念ooM = Poi for some i. Sincc every g e Ad must map p^i to 
some other midpoint, by convergcncc of {V^} wc see that for large A:, p{Yk) takes at 
most two values, say j and I. Hcncc, there exists G G Ad such that each sufficiently 
large k, G“ is either Gl^ = G or GoRji. Wc may take Goo{uj) to be any one which 
appears infinitely often. 口 
Let A'^ = {g G Ad : gKo = Ko} be the subgroup of Ad that fixes Aq. It 
corresponds to the subgroup of Sd+i that fixes the symbol 0. The next lemma, 
which is purely gcomctric, is straightforward to prove. 
Lemma 4.4.4. Suppose B C KQ is Borel and gB = B for all g G Aj. Then 
Uf=o is invariant under Ad, i-c. 
d d 
g{\jRoiB) = \jRoiB, g e Aa-
1=0 i=0 
Moreover, (Uto^oi^) fl K^ = B. 
Lemma 4.4.5. Suppose B C li'o is Borel and gB = B for all g G Then 
d 
i=0 




by Lemma 4.4.4. On the other hand, suppose Zoo € U?=o ^ t ^ for some i and let 
Goo be as above. By Lemma 4.4.4 again, we have 
( d \ 
Zoo = GooZoo e Goo\jRoiB 门/(To = 
V i = 0 J 
• 
« 
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The reason of using ^J^-invariant sets is that for fixed Z � � Z ^ o = G o Zoo may 
take more than one value depending on Goo-
By Lemmas 4.4.1 and 4.4.5, wc immediately obtain the following crucial result. 
Theorem 4.4.6. (Self-similar identity) Suppose B C K^ is Borel and gB = B 
for all g G A'^. Then 
d 
1=0 
Figure 4.6: The two sets have the same probability under v^. 
Wc arc now ready to prove the main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4.04 and Corollary 4.0.5. Wc will show that /x, the normalized 
dim// /C-dimensional Hausdorff measure on K, is the unique Borel probability mea-
sure on K that satisfies the identities in Theorems 4.2.5 and 4.4.6. Since v必 has 
been shown to satisfy these identifies, this implies that v^ — /i. 
Let A be any Borel probability measure on K satisfying the identities. Wc will 
complete the proof assuming the claim that A has no atoms on the dyadic points, 
i.e. A(px) = 0 for all X G X \ This allows us to use additivity for sets that 
intcrscct only at dyadic points. 
It suffices to show that X(K^)=(朴丄”丨^^！ for all xe X. Wc proceed by induction 
on |x|, the length of x. By definition of A, we have X{K) = 1. For the first level, we 
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have 
d d � 
1 = X{K) = A(|J A-) = A(Ao) + [ X{RoiKo) = {d+ l)A(/ o^), 
i=0 t=l 
where in the last equality wc used group invariancc and the fact that i?�iA'�二 /(“ 
Hence X(Ki) = l/(c/+ 1) for all i. 
Now suppose that X(K^) = ^ ^ ^ for all x with |x| = m. Applying the self-
similar identity, wc have 
1 d 
( “ 1 ) 肌 = = 凡 — = 
i=0 
(In the last equality wc used group invariancc.) Hcncc \{Kom+i) = 二 N e x t , fix 
any x with |x| = m and x ^ (T. Consider the set 
U Q K Q X C K O . 
Observe that the sets in the union iiitcrscct only at dyadic points and is invariant 
under A'^ . By the self-similar identity, wc have 
A( U = A( V U gKo^) = A(U (J 
By group invariancc and the fact that = d\, wc get 
It follows that A(Kox) = and applying Roi, i — 0，this implies that X{Ky)= 
(d+i^+i for all |y| = m + 1. This completes the induction argument. 
It remains to verify the claim that A(p^) = 0 for all x. The proof is to show by 
induction on the level of x that all p^ have equal probability. The method is the 
same 85 above and wc leave the argument to the reader. And sincc the set of dyadic 
points is infinite, this implies that = 0 for all x. 
Finally，sincc {Z^} is irreducible, by Proposition 2.3.3 we obtain Corollary 4.0.5. 
• 
A 
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4.5 Remarks and Open Questions 
There are many more things that can be said in this model. Using the reflection 
principle and induction on N�wc an show the following-
Proposition 4.5.1. For iV > 0, let TN = inf{n > 0 : 丨 = iV}. Then under 
the distribution of Z^n is uniform on J^. 
The idea of the proof is to reformulate the group invariancc and self-similar 
identities in terms of and For example, the group invariancc identity will 
tako the form 
= B C J N . 
Siiicc Zk is the simple random walk on OX starting at 0，the distribution of Zr^ can 
be expressed by that of Z � T h i s allows us to use the induction hypothesis (and 
for N 二 1 the proposition follows by dircct calculations). Together with a limiting 
argument, this gives an alternative approach to Theorem 4.0.4. 
Wc have only shown that ty办=/t. How about for x + m Wc stated the 
self-similar identities only when P = P办.More generally, for other starting points, 
the same method can be used to show the following: 
Proposi t ion 4.5.2. Let x = Oy G OX, where y eX (so that F^{Zo = x} = 1). 
Define ax = y. Then = i^^iUU 彻句 for all B c /(�which is invariant 
under A'^. 
Wc may also formulate the corresponding group-invariaiicc identities. 
Q l . Docs the above characterize completely? 
Our method does not require any estimate of the Martin kernel, and this is both 
an advantage and a disadvantage. Even for the simplest ease rf = 1, wc have not 
been able to derive sharp estimates of the Martin kernels. In particular, wc ask: 
Q2. When d = 1, can we prove dircctly (without using the hyperbolic boundary 
and Ancona's theorem) that the Martin boundary is homcomorphic to [0,11? 
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It is natural to consider generalization of the rcflcction principle to other highly 
syinrnctric augmented rooted trees. As wc have seen, the crucial objccts needed arc 
that each iX is isomorphic to X�and there is a 'local' reflection Rij e Aut{iXUjX) 
(and a corresponding map on A') whenever i ^ j. 
Indeed, there are many eases where our method is applicable. An example is the 
pentagon fractal: 
Figure 4.7: The pentagon fractal with a local reflection 
Here the symmetry group is the dihedral group D^. Another example is Lind-
st.咖、snowflnke, where the symmetry group is the dihedral group DQ. For both 
cases the hitting distribution from the root d is uniform. The arguments arc the 
same and wc leave the details to the reader. So far wc have not able to generalize 
the argument to an axiomatic framework such as the class of nested fractals (see 
38]). 
Q3. Can wc generalize the results of this chaptcr to all nested fractals? 
Chapter 5 
Induced Dirichlet forms on 
self-similar sets 
111 [40], Kigami constructed a class of inclnccd Dirichlet forms on a certain cla.ss 
of Cantor sets by transient reversible random walks on trees. In this chapter, wc 
generalize this construction to a class of self-similar sets satisfying the open set 
condition. Whereas the trees in [40] arc well adapted to analysis by resistance 
forms, a typical augmented rooted tree has infinitely many horizontal edges, and the 
rccursivc approach in [40] using resistances no longer works. Using tools of cla^isical 
potential theory and stochastic processes, wc will show that indiiccd (non-local) 
Dirichlct forms can be constructed by strictly reversible random walks on a class of 
self-similar sets satisfying the open set condition. Our methods are quite general 
and may be applied to other settings (e.g. self-similar groups, see Scction 3.4). In 
particular, both finitely and infinitely ramified self-similar sets are included, and 
no symmetry condition is required. It is of great interest to analyze the associated 
Laplacians and jump processes. Here we only treat the cxistcncc of the Dirichlct 
form and the jump process. Further progress probably requires additional tools that 
allow estimation of random walk asymptotics on augmented rooted trees. 
66 
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5.1 Basics of Dirichlet forms 
First wc rccall some basic facts of Dirichlet forms (see [25]). Consider the spacc 
L2(X’/i) with inner product〈.，•，where is a locally compact separable inctric 
spacc, and // is a positive Radon measure on X such that supp(/i) 二 X Wc say that 
^ is a symmetric form on fj,) if S is bilinear on a dense siibspacc V of //)， 
v) = u) for all u,v eV and S{u, u) > 0. We define an inner product on T> 
by 
{u, v) = €{a, v) + (w, v), u, v e v. 
A syininetric form V) is said to be closed if V is a Hilbcrt spacc under the 
inner product Si. It is said to be Markovian if 
II eV v = {OVu)AleV and S[v] < £[u . 
Here wc write £[0] = S{u, u). 
Definition 5.1.1. A Dirichlet form {S,V) on is a closed Markovian sym-
metric form, on 
Let Co(X) denote the spacc of continuous functions on X with compact supports. 
A Dirichlct form (S^V) is said to be regular if Co{X) D P is dense in Co(3C) with 
the suprcmum norm, and dense in V with the &-norm. It is said to be local if 
S(u, v) = 0 whenever u,v eV have disjoint compact supports. 
Wc state some major results of the theory of Dirichlct form: 
Theorem 5.1.2. (Sections 1.3 and I.4 of [25]) Given a Dirichlet form form {S,V), 
there exists a unique non-positive definite self-adjoint operator L on /i) such 
that 
V = 
S{u, v) = {y/^u, yf^v), u,v eV. 
The operator C generates a strongly continuous Markovian semigroup {TJt>o on 
* 
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Wc call L the Laplacian associated with the Dirichlct form (S,T>). 
Theorem 5.1.3. (Theorem 7.2.1 and Theorem 7.2.2 of [25]) Given a regular Dirich-
let form (8,1：)) on /i), there exists a fi-sjjmmetric Hunt process {Xjt>o on X 
whose Dirichlet form is the given one. The process {Xe}t>o is continuous if and only 
if the Dirichlet form is local. 
Theorem 5.1.4. (Beurling-Deny formula) (Theorem 3.2.1 of [25]) A regular 
Dirichlet form {S, V) on fi) can be expressed uniquely for u^veVf) CQ{X) as 
follows: 
8{u,v) = S^'^^u^v) (5.1) 
+ f {u(x) - u{y)){v{x) - v(y))J(dx, dy) + / u{x)v{x)k[dx). 
Jxxx 
Here £：� is strongly local (i.e. S{u,v)�二 Q if v is constant on a neighborhood of 
supp(u)), J is a symm.etnc measure on X x X off the diagonal and k is a positive 
Radon measure on X. 
Ill the Bcuiiing-Dcny formula, wc call ^：⑷ the strong local part, J the jump 
measure and k the killing measure. See [25] for probabilistic interpretations of these 
notions. 
5.2 Motivation: the classical Douglas integral 
In this scction wc dcscribc informally a classical result which motivates [40] and our 
cxtcntion. A full treatment in a very general setting can be found in the rccciit book 
14] by Chen and Fukushima. 
Consider the reflecting Brownian motion on the unit disc D = {x G E'' : |a:| < 2}, 
i.e. it reflects on the boundary 3D 二 S � . T h i s proccss can be dcscribcd by the 
following Dirichlct form: 
Sn[f] = l [ |V/⑷丨 
^ ./D 
« > 
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If the particlc sparks when it hits c)P and if wc only look at the boundary, then 
OS time passes wc will see a sparkling particlc jumping back and forth on S^ Now 
if wc change time appropriately, wc get a Markov jiunp process {K} on Wc say 
that {y,} is induced by the Brownian motion. 
It can be shown that the Dirichlct form of {V；} is non-local and is given by the 
following integral: 
r2n r2n 1 fif) fjQ, 
Wc call (5.2) the Douglas integral 
It turns out that Es^  and have the following relation. Given an iiitcgrablc 
boundary function u on let Hu be the Poisson integral given by 
冗 1 一 7-2 de 
This function is harmonic on D. It follows that if u is squarc-intcgrablc, then 
Ss^lu] = S^[Hu]. (5.3) 
Moreover, the domain of consists cxactly of those functions u € such that 
I lu lies in the domain of 
Now we may explain the key idea in this chaptcr. Wc rcplacc the Brownian 
motion on D by a transient reversible random walk on an augmented rooted tree. 
Instead of the Dirichlct integral, now wc look at the graph energy. Oii the Martin 
boundary, which is a self-similar set, we define a quadratic form, called the induced 
form, by taking (5.3) as a definition. We then hope that this gives rise to a Dirichlet 
form which induccs a ccrtain Markov proccss on the boundary. Wc will show that 
this is the case under ccrtain technical conditions. 
5.3 Graph energy and the induced forms 
Motivated by the classical Dirichlct integral, in this section wc study the graph 
energy and the induced form for general transient reversible random walks. Some 
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of the results arc well known and arc included for completeness. 
Let {Zn}n=o be a transient reversible random walk on an infinite, connected, 
locally finite graph {X, E) with conductancc c and total conductancc m. Let M be 
the Martin boundary of the random walk. Recall that (Definition 3.1.1) the graph 
energy of a function / on X is defined to be 
x’y&X，x~y 
The domain T>x of Sx is the set of functions f on X with Sx[f] < oo. Sincc 
= c{x,y)/m{x), wc have 
^x[f] = \Y.m{x) Y. Pix,y){f(y)-f{x))' 
= - f{Zo)n (5.4) 
Wc let ly be the hitting distribution v�where o E X is a, rcfcrciUT point. 
Definition 5.3.1. (Induced form) With the above notations, the induced form 
{Sm.T^M) of tlw random walk is dejintd by 
V) = u,ve VM, 
Vm = Hu e Vx}. 
Proposit ion 5.3.2. Suppose f eVx and is harmonic. Then 二• converges 
almost surely and in L^ under any P^r. 
iVoo/. Sincc / is harmonic, is a martingale with orthogonal increments. 




=/⑷2 + E E (工，[(/(^i) - fiZo)f] 
k=l yeX 
< / � 2 + [ifiZi) 一 nzo))']. 
y€X 
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By reversibility of P(x, t/), wc have G(x, y)=總G("，x) < :r), so that 
^MZnf] < f[xf + ^ (：^ - /(Zo))^] 
o G(:x,x) = 2 ~ J - ^ TX J ’ 
where the last equality uses (5.4). It follows that {f(Zn)}n=o is an L^-boiiridcd 
martingale under P!. The rest follows from Doob's martingale convcigcncc theorem. 
• 
Remark 5.3.3. The method of proof follows [2]. In [2], the authors shoiu further that 
{/(Z„)} converges almost surely and in I? whenever f (not necessarily harmonic)) 
has finite DiricMet energy. 
Let / be harmonic with finite Dirichlet energy. By Proposition 5.3.2, Y 二 
oo/(Z„) exists almost surely. After modification on a null set, V is a final 
random variable, i.e. Y o 0 = Y where 9 is the shift operator. The next corollary 
shows that / iiiduccs a function on the Martin boundary. 
Corollary 5.3.4. If f is harmonic with finite Dirichlet energy, there exists unique 
u G such that liiiin—oo f{Zn)=以almost surely. 
Proof. Sincc Y = lim„—op /(Z„) equals almost surely to a final random variable, by 
Theorem 2.3.11 there exists a measurable u on M such that Y = u{Zoo) almost 
surely. It is dear that such a function u is unique ^/-almost everywhere. Now sincc 
Y e i/2(ipg，wc have 
[u{yfdu{y) = E�(y2) 二 E X Z � < oo 
JM 
It follows that u e L'^idu). • 
We now characterize DM as those boundary functions obtained from the har-
monic Dirichlet functions. 
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Theorem 5.3.5. (Domain of induced form) 
P…二 {w e L'^iiy) : u{Zoo) = lim /(Zoo) a.s. arid I? for som.e harmonic f € Vx}-
n—OO 
Proof. Let C be the set on the right. Then VM C C follows from Corollary 5.3.4 
and the probabilistic Fatou Theorem (Theorem 2.3.10). 
On the other hand, suppose that u eC and let / be as in the definition. Suppose 
the chain starts at x € X. By martingale coiivcrgcncc theorem, wc have 
f{Zn) =l^.HZoo)\:Fn] V n > 0. 
Ill particular for n = 0，f{x) = E工[w(Zoo)] = Hu{x). It follows that Hu G Vx and 
hcncc u G VM • • 
The induccd form (  ， h a s the following basic property: 
Theorem 5.3.6. (Closeness of induced form) The induced Joim (SM,^M) “ 
closed, i.e. if 
SMAU, V) 二 SM(U, V)+ u(y)V{y)diy{y), u, v G VM, 
JM 
then is a Hilbert space. 
Proof. Let {un}„ be a Cauchy scqucncc in (T>M,^M,I)- Then {wn}n is also a Caiichy 
scqucnce in i^ ) and thus converges to some u. 
Let fn = Hun. Then £x[fn - /m] — 0 and {/„} converges pointwisc to some 
function f £ Vx by Proposition ？？. Now, the inequality 
\f{x)-Hu{x)\ < \f{x) - fn{x)\ + I [ {un{y)-uiy))K(x,y)diy(y) 
JM 
< \f{x)-fn{x)\ + \\K{x,')\\oo [ \Un{y) - u(y)\di^{y) 
JM 
implies f = Hu, so that Hu e Vx- It follows that u € Vm and 
SMAUU-U) = £xifn 一 / ) + / My) -u{y)fdiy{y) — 0. 
JM 
• 
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To state the next result we need a discrete analogue of Nairn's G-kem.el on the 
Martin boundary [60]. In classical potential theory, this was introduced by Nairn 
in [48] and was used by Doob [17] to study the boundary behaviors of the BLD 
(BcppoLcvi-Dcny) functions on the Green spaccs. 
Definition 5.3.7. (Nairn's 9-kernel) The O-kernel is defined by 
聽 ， 工 , y a 
Clearly B is symmetric and positive on X x A", and extends continuously to 
either X X X ov X X X. Following [60], wc ran extend G to X x X. Fix a scqiicncc 
Dfi of finite subsets of X that increases to X�and let ijk be the last visit time of Dk. 
¥ov xeX and zeX, let 
m = = z} 
where PJ is the probability corresponding to the /i-transform of P by K^. We define 
for x, y E M 
y) = Hm y) x,yeX. 
zeA' 
It is proved in [GO] that the sum increases in k. Therefore the limit exists and extends 
e onto X X X. 
Theorem 5.3.8. (Jump representation of induced form) (Theorem 3.5 of [60]) 
The kernel Q on X x X is symmetric and positive, and is lower semicontinuous in 
each variable. Moreover, for all u 6 Vj^, 
Sm{U] = = ^m(o) [ f (u{x) - u{y)fe{x,y)diy{x)di^{y). 
^ JM JM 
Wc write J{x^y) = \m{o)Q{x^y). Then wc have 
/ / (u(a:) - u{y)fj{x,y)di/{x)di/(y). (5.5) 
JM JM 
Bccausc of this representation, wc call J the jump kernel of the induccd form. 
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The reader will immediately notice that (5.5) looks very iniidi like Mio Ecurling-
Deny foriiiiila (5.2) consisting only of the jump part. This hints strongly that the 
induccd form may give rise to a non-local Dirichlct form with a jump proccss on 
M . To show further that the induccd form is a Dirichlct form, however, wc must 
show that the domain Vm is dense in u). This is far from clear, and in 
the next scctioii wc will study this question for strictly reversible random walks on 
auginontccl rooted trees. 
5.4 Induced Dirichlet forms on self-similar sets 
Throughout the rest of this chaptcr wc work under the following setting. Let {FJj^i 
be an IFS of similitudes in IR" with contraction ratio 0 < r^  < 1，and satisfying the 
OSC. Wc let r = iniiii be the minimum contraction ratio. It is well known that 
the Hausdorff diniensioii diiii// K of the self-similar set K is the unique solution ,s 
of the equation JZili = 1 (see [24]). 
Let {Zji} be a strictly reversible raiidoiii walk on {X, E), i.e. the transition 
function P satisfies P(x,y) 二 m(x)c(x，y)，where m(x) = � x c(，y)，and 0 < 
Ml < c(x, y) < M2 whenever x � y . A basic example is the simple random walk 
(see Scction 3.1). By Theorem 3.4.9, P satisfies the hypotheses of Ancona's theorem. 
Hcncc wc may take the Martin boundary to be K. 
For cach x G X, wc pick a point 7r(x) 6 K^ = Fx(/<'). Wc may think about 
the map n : X K as a projection. Rccall that by Corollary 3.5.2, a scqucncc 
{x,J C X with |x„| —»• 00 converges to some y £ K (via the homconiorpliism 
屯=少 o /厂 1) if and only if 7r(x„) —»• y. It follows that 
Zoo = lim 7r(Z„). n—*oo 
Recall that |Z„| = Wc say that satisfies the uniform drift 
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condition if 
P := iiitPx{|Zi| = W + 1} > q := siipPx{|^i| = |x| - 1}. (5.6) 
Alternatively, the condition says that the conditional expectation of | 么 — |Z„ 
given Zn is at least p - g > 0. It is dear that p-h q < 1. 
Example 5.4.1. Consider the simple random walk on the Sierpinski graph where 
d = 1 (Example 3.4-2). It is easy to see that p =營 and (/ = Hence the uniform 
drift condition is satisfied. 
1 1 
Figure 5.1: The uniform drift condition for the simple randoin walk on the 1-
cliiiicnsional Sierpinski graph 
111 Proposition 5.5.4 wc show that the uniform drift condition is satisfied by many 
typical examples. 
Wc use Lip(A'; a) to denote the class of a-Holdcr continuous functions on K 
under the Euclidcan distance (denoted by \x - y\). It is known that if K satisfies a 
chain condition [28], then Lip(A'; a) consists only of constant functions for all a > 1. 
Hcncc wc arc interested in the ease a < 1. 
Our first objective is to prove the following theorem about the domain of the 
induccd form. 
Theorem 5.4.2. Suppose P satisfies the unifonn drift condition. Then SK[HU) < 
oo for ue Up{K, a) with a > § d im" K. 
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One of the main ingredients to prove Theorem 5.4.2 is the following iiiiifonii tail 
estimate. 
Theorem 5.4.3. (Uniform tail estimate) If P mt.Lsfias Hit unijorm drift condi-
tion, then for any e，^^�0, there exists an integer TIQ such that whenever |x| > n^, 
we have 
I y j ^ i ^ � - 卞 ” 
‘ (^X) ‘ 
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the uniform tail estimate 
Sincc the proof of Theorem 5.4.3 is rather involved and has some independent 
interests, wc postpone the details to the next scction. Wc emphasize that our 
estimate is uniform in the level of x, and this will be needed in the proof of Theorem 
5.4.2. General results about random walks on hypcrbolic graphs (see e.g. Theorem 
22.20 of [64]) imply that v-^  一 vaguely as x a: G At (also see Theorem 2.4.3), 
but no such uniformity is guaranteed. 
Our approach to prove Theorem 5.4.2 is motivated by a similar construction in 
[8]，where the authors studied the simple random walk on a transient planar graph 
embedded to a square tiling of the cylinder. 
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For u : K R, we define a function u : X -^R by 
w(x) = w(7r(x))， xe X. 
The following is an immediate coiiscqiicncc of Theorem 5.4.3. 
Corollary 5.4.4. Suppose P satisfies the unifomi drift condition and let u : K —R 
be continuous. Then for any £�0，there exists TIQ such that for all x with |x| > UQ, 
Hu{x) - u(7r(x))| < e 
and 
Hu(x) - i£(x)| < £ 
In particular, Hu is coiitiimous up to the boundary, and the Dirichlct problem (sec 
Section 1.5) at infinity is solvable. 
The next lemma says that the projection tt can hv cstiiiiatod in tcrins of the 
vertical level. 
Lemma 5.4.5. There exists C > 0 such that 
|7r(x) - 7r(y)| <C rW 
for all X, y E X such that x ~ y. 
Proof. Wc consider two eases. 
Case 1. X � V y. Then either K^ C Ky or Ky C K^. It follows that 
7r(x) 一 7r(y)| < max{diain(A:x), diam(/Cy)} < r—Miam(/()rlxl. 
Case 2. x � y . By definition, A^ x 门凡y _ 0. Hcncc 
7r(x) 一 7r(y)| < diain(A:x) + diam(AV) < 2diam(A')r''''. 
Thus, wc may pick C = max{2, r"^}diam(A'). • 
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Lemma 5.4.6. Recall that = {x = ii…if^ G X : r“ < 严 < J. Then 
Proof. Let fi be the self-similar measure on K with weights {rl,...,r%) (see [24]). 
The open set condition implies that 
1 = / i ⑷ = U A'x) 二 
X€jn xej,, 
If X = ii...ik G then 
Hcncc 1 > (#工)�("+1).，and this implies the lemma. • 
The next lemma gives a rich supply of functions with finite graph energies. We 
will use them to bound the energies of other constructed functions. 
Lemma 5.4.7. Let u : K R be a-Holder continuous, i.e. there exists A / � 0 
such that 
u{x) 一 < M\x 一 2 / 广 ， x , y £ K. 
//q > = ^ dim// K, then u has finite graph energy. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.4.5，for x � y wc have 
w(x) -w(y)| = |w(7r(x))-it(7r(y))| 
=M|7r(x)-7r(y)r 
Sincc c(x,y) < M2, it follows that 
= \ E c(x,y)(u(x) - u{y)f E 
x’yeX’x�y n=0 x6Jn y�x 
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As (X, E) has bounded degree (Lemma 3.4.10)，and tlicrc m.(，at most 
vcrticcs at level n (Lciiiiiia 5.4.6), wc have 
秘 ) W f > 2 ” " . 
n = 0 
The lemma follows by noting that the last series converges if and only if r^""" < 1, 
i.e., when a > = I dim// K. 
• 
Let w : A' —> R be Holder continuous with exponent cv > ^ diiri// K. Then u has 
finite graph energy by Leiiiiiia 5.4.7. This allows us to define approximations of Ha 
with finite graph energies. 
Lemma 5.4.8. For n > ()，there is a unique function //.„ : X —> R satisfying 
^x{hn) = : / : X R, /(x) = u(x) for all |x| > n}. 
In fact, 
n 
hn(x) = E^(U(ZT„)), X G | J J „ (5.7) 
j=0 
where T^ = ini{t > 0 : \Zt\ = n). In particular, IIN is harmonic on (J j r j Jj with 
graph energy bounded by that of u. 
Proof. See Theorem 6.7 of [G4]. • 
Wc arc now ready to prove Theorem 5.3.5. The main idea is to show that a 
subscqucncc of hn converges pointwisc to Hu. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.5. It is dear from the construction that for cach n, Ex[hn) < 
Sx{u) < 00 and 
sup |/i„(x)| < sup |u(x)| < max < oo. 
x€X x€X 跌 K 
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Sincc the family {/,„}„ is uniformly bounded, by a diagonal argument there exists 
a subscqucncc {hn^}k that converges pointwisc to a function h*. Wc show tliat h* 
is harmonic. Let x E X. Then for k large enough such that n^ > |x|, wc have 
^ P(:r，2/)/i„Jy) 二 
y€A',y�x 
Letting k —> oo, wc get 
y€X,y~x 
and h* is harmonic. Moreover, by Fatou's lemma, 
k—*oo 
Hcncc h* has finite graph energy. 
Next wc show that li* = Hu. If this is done then Hu e Vx and the theorem is 
proved. Let £• > 0 he arbitrary. By Corollary 5.4.4, wc may clioosc 7/n such that, 
u{x) - Hu{x)\ < £’ |x| > no. (5.8) 
Choose A:o be such that n^ > Uq for all k > 人,o. Then for k > A:。，by definition of 
hn^ wc have (x) 二 ii(x) for all |x| > rik. It follows from (5.8) that 
- //u(x)| < £， |x| > nk{> no). (5.9) 
Next wc let |x| < Uk. Lemma 5.4.8 implies that 
where T/Vfc is the first time that hits level n^. On the other hand, by the strong 
Markov property, 
//w(x) = EMZoo) = Ex[Ex(u(Zoo)|^t„J] = E^{HU{ZTJ). 
By (5.9), \u 一 Hu\ < e: on level n^. Then, using (5.7)) wc get 
|/i„“x) - //i/(x)| < 一 HU{ZT,)\) < 二 （5.10) 
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Combining (5.9) and (5.10), wc concludc that for k >《:()， 
Kik(x) 一 Hu{x)I <€, xe X. 
Letting A: — oo, wc have \h*(x) - Hu{x)\ < £ for all Sincc e > 0 is arbitrary, 
wc have h* = Hu. 口 
Wc comc to the main theorem of this chaptcr. 
Theorem 5.4.9. (Induced Dirichlet form on self-similar set) With the hy-
potheses as in Theorem. 5.3.5 and assuming dim// K < 2’ the induced form {EK^T^K) 
is a non-local Dirichlet form on and 
^a'H = Oi(x) - u{y))^J{x,y)di^^{x)diy^{y), u e !>!“ 
JH JK 
诚ere J is the jump kernel in Theorem 5.3.8. Moreover, Lip(A'; a) c VK for all 
o � I dim" K. 
Proof. It is dear that T>k) is symmetric, bilinear and 8k\u] > 0 for all u e V^. 
By Theorem 5.4.2，Lip(A'; a) C VK for all a > ^ dim" K. 
Now if dim// K < 2，then Lip(/(; 1) c VK. In particular, VK contains all 
distance functions fy{x) = \x - y\. Sincc Lip(K; 1) is an algebra that separates 
points of K, by the Stone-Wcicrstrass theorem, Lip(A'; 1) is dense in C{K) in the 
suprcmum norm. It follows that Lip(/(; 1) is dense in Therefore VK is 
also dense in This proves that {SK.VK) is a symmetric form, and it is 
closed by Theorem 5.3.6. 
It remains to prove that {EK,T>K) has the Markov property. Let u € VK and 
v = (0 V w) A 1. Then i; is a normal contraction of u, i.e., 
H^) - Hy)\ < Hx) 一 u{y)\ and < |?/(a:)|, \/x, ye K, 
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By Theorem 5.3.8, wc immediately have 
Ca'M = / / {v{x) -v{y)fj{x,y)du,^(x)du,')(y) 
JK JK 
JK JK 
= S K M < o o . 
Thus V G T>K and SKI^] < The rest follows dircctly from Theorem 5.3.8. • 
Now a natural question is whether (SKJT>K) is regular. This amounts to ask 
whether the SK,I closure of C{K) D T>K is VK (whereas density in C(A') is iiniiic-
diato). In general this is a difficult question (sco [5, 31j). When the jump kernel 
has a nice specific form, wo can use tochniqucs of Bcsov spaccs and the associated 
embedding theorems to handle the regularity (see [28, 29]). As a partial answer to 
this question, wc have 




he the closure of C{K)r\VK C V^ under the norm Then {8Kis a regular 
non-local Dirichlet form on i^,?). 
Proof. Wc only need to chcck that if u G T>k'，then (w V 0) A 1 G V^^ as well. 
Let u e Then there exists e C(/C)nP/c that converge to u in Sx’i-norm. 
Let = (w V 0) A 1 and VN = (w„VO) Al . Note that VN € C{K) fl VK by continuity. 
Using the inequality 
丨 ^ ； ⑷ - < K W x ) - V 0) A 1丨， 
wc see that SK,\[vn — i^ ] —> 0. Hcnce v E • 
By Theorem 5.4.3, we immediately have 
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Corollary 5.4.11. There is a Hunt jump process associated with the Dirichlet form 
Remark 5.4.12. The jump representation (Theorem 5.3.8) is used here mainly to 
prove the Markov property. It seems that there is no direct proof of the Markov 
property based on the definition SK[U] = ^x[Hu . 
5.5 A uniform tail estimate via coupling 
In this scction wc prove Theorem 5.4.3 under the uiiiform drift condition (5.6) 
p ：二 inf Px > q ：二 sup(7x， （5.11) 
x€X x€X 
where px = Pxd^il = |x| + 1} and q^ 二 Px{|Zi| = W — 1}. Here is the main idea. 
Wc look at the walk through is vertical level |Z„| and the “horizontal” position 
i(Z„) on K in terms of the projection l. First, from Lemma 5.4.5 wc see that the 
horizontal fluctuation of the walk decreases geometrically as the level increases: 
This implies that ^ 
n= l 
On the other hand, the uniform drift condition (5.6) implies that the drift of is 
globally at least p - q > 0. Intuitively, this should imply that increases more 
or less linearly, and this suggests a comparison with a birth-and-dcath chain (which 
is nothing but a random walk with drift). Wc will use this to show that the tail 
probability dccrcascs to 0 as |Zo| increases. 
We make the comparison rigorous by a coupling argument (see [44] for an intro-
duction of coupling). First wc construct a coupling with the desired properties. 
Proposit ion 5.5.1. Suppose P satisfies the uniform drift condition. For z e X, 
there exists a sample space il with probability measure Qz on which there are Markov 
chains {Zn}n=Q and {Yn}Z^o satisfying: 
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�讯e distribution under Q^ is the same as the distribution of{Z„}Zo 
under ！？^. 
� i s a birth-and-death chain with Yq = \z\, 
= K + 1 I K } 二 and Qz{V;+i = K - 1 I Yn} = q. 
问 K(t^) < \Zn{uj)\ for all n and ue fi. 
The proof uses the random mapping construction of Markov chains (see e.g. [44]). 
The idea is the following. At time n, wc use a random number On+i to determine 
whether the chain goes up, goes down or stays at the same level. Having dccidcd 
this, wc use another random number to determine which vertex the chain will 
go to. 
For cach x E X, wo define (f^  : [0’ 1] — { — 1，0’ 1} by 
- 1 ， i f 0 < r/x； 
= 0, if ( u < e < \ - p^ -
‘ 1， if 
Ill particular, = 1. Also, define ip : [0，1] — { - 1 , 0 , 1 } by 
f 
一 1， if e < q-
= 0, if q<6<l-p; 
‘ 1, if 0>l-p. 
Using the uniform drift condition, wc have 
< V X G 61 6 [0,1]. (5.12) 
Next, wo define a "transition map" F :X x {-1,0,1} x [0,1]X as follows. 
For X e X, we arrange the horizontal neighbors of x as y^.i, ...，y^.fc,, and let a^.i = 
Ylj=i yx,j)/ Yxj) be the normalized cumulative probability of the 
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first i horizontal neighbors of x; similarly we define = Yl]=i P(x，z j^)/ ^(x, Zxj) 
for the descendants of x. We define 
X一， if A = -1 ; 
r(x，A, 1/；) 二 4 yx,i, if A = 0 and ax,t-i < w < ； 
Zx.i, if A = 1 and < w < . 
\ 
For fixed z e X, let (fi, Qz) be a probability spacc on which { ^ n }二 i，工 i arc 
�� 
independent and uniformly distributed on [0，1]. We define {Zn} by setting ZQ = z 
and 
瓦+1 = r(Zn,(p^J0„^l),W„+i), 71 > 0. 
Also wc let Vo = |z| and define 
Vn+i = ”1 + _„+1)，n >0. 
Wc clicck the properties of the constructed Markov chains. First, { y j j ^ o is a 
birtli-aiid-dcath chain bccausc Vn = |z| + + … + 从0^), and {</K�n)}二o a 
scqiicncc of i.i.d. random variables which takes values 0,1 and —1 with probabilities 
� ^ 
1 - P — q,P and q rcspcctivcly. For wc need to chcck that Qz{-^ „-f-i 二 
y\Zn = x} = P(x,y). For example, for y = Zx,t wc have 
Qz{Zn+l = Zx，i I Zn = x} = Q^{T{x, (^ xC^ n^+l), ^ Wl) = Zx’i} 
= = < Wn+l < 
=Qz{(^x(�+1) = 1} • < W < Am} 
= = |Z„| + l|Z„ = x} 
= Zx,i I 二 + 1乂 = x} 
= P z R i + l = Zx’i I = X} 
=P(x，y)‘ 
The other eases are similar. Finally, note that by (5.12)，wc have for any n > 0, 
l^n+ll - iZnl = > 州 ) = K + 1 一 K . 
* 
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It follows that iZnl > Yn for all n. 
• 
Sincc {乏n}SLo in Proposition 5.5.1 and {Z^ j^o have the same distribution, wc 
will simply write Z^ = and Qx = P* for coiivciiicncc. 
Proposition 5.5.2. Let {KJ^q be the birth and death chain as above. Then for 
0 < A < 1, 
0) the random series 入“ is finite almost surely for any starting point. 
(ii) (Scaling) for |y| = |x| + m, the random series A'" X]二i A� ' under P^ has the 
same distribution as that o/^^j A^* under Py. 
The proof makes use of the celebrated law of iterated logarithm (see [13]). 
Theorem 5.5.3. (Law of iterated logarithm) If 义丄’ A,2’ .. are i.i.d. random, 
variables with mean 0 and variance 1，and Sn = -I-... + then with probability 
1， 
lim sup = 1. n—oo v2n log log n 
Proof of Proposition 5.5.2. Let the starting point be |x|. For the birth-and-dcath 
chain {Yn}, note that the increments K - Y^-i arc i.i.d. with mean p — q > 0 and 
variance rr^  := (p + g) — (p — q) .^ 
Wc apply the law of iterated logarithm with 
V _ K - Ki-i - (p-q) -^n — . a 
Then 
s = Kri - |x| - n{p - q) 
a 
Let Qo (where Px(f^o) = 0) be the bad set in the law of iterated logarithm and 
u en\no. Then for any 6 > 0, there exists N{uj) € N such that for all n > N{u), 
Yn > |x| + n{p -q)-{l-\- €)cry/2n log log 7i 
4 
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Then for n > N(cj), 
n N(uj)-1 n 
[ A 胁 ） 二 [ a v “ � + Y,广“… 
矢=1 k=l k=N{u;) 
n 
< ^ J^ kii^ ) _j_ aW ^ \Hp-q)-il+£)(Tyy2k log log k 
Hcncc the problem rcduccs to estimating a sum of the form A-^^ '^^ v/FbeT^ 
where A,B > 0. Sincc log log A: 二 o(A:), the sum is convergent and hcncc 
is finite outside the bad set N. 
This implies (i). For (ii), wc simply observe that 
亡 = 亡 ； r 
A.-1 k=l 
and {m + Yl}k under Px is equivalent to {Ka；}^  under Fy whenever |y| = |x| + m. 
• 
/Voo/ of Theorem 5.4.3. Rccall that in Lemma 5.4.5, wc have shown tliat |7r(x)-
7r(y)| < OW whenever x � y . Sincc Z^ � Z k - i (after a standard modification), by 
Proposition 5.5.1(iii) wc have 
It follows that 
oo oo 
冗(Zoo) - 7r(x)l < ^ |7r(z,) - 7r(Zfe_i)| < C ^ r ^ (5.13) 
ifc=l 
This together with Proposition 5.5.2(i) implies that for any J > 0, 
IPx{|7r(Z«,)-7r(x)|>^} < 二 2 � , ' } = 肝乂 ^ ^ : /、厂 W 巧 
where S, = C-'S, By Proposition 5.5.2(ii), the last expression tends to 0 as |x| — oo, 
and the assertion of Theorem 5.4.3 follows. • 
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To conclude this section, we give a sufficient condition for the uniform drift 
condition to hold. Ou the augmented rooted tree (X，E)，let A：, be the number of 
horizontal neighbors of x, and let k 二 maxxex k.<oo. It is finite since (X, E) has 
bounded degree (Lemma 3.4.10). 
propos i t ion 5.5.4. Suppose that the IFS has egual contracUon raHo and 
1. Then the simple random walk on (X,E) satisfies the uniform dnft 
condition. 
Proof. For the simple random walk on the uniform drift condition holds if 
and only if i 
. f N � s u p 
yGX\{i9} dcg(y) xex\{i9} dcg(x) 
Sincc dcg(x) 二 1 + itx + W if X — 1?，the condition is equivalent to 
N 1 (5 14) 
Now observe that A: < iV^ - 1 implies that for any x , y g X , 
N � N _ _ L _ � _ _ i _ _ . 
1 + fcy + iV - 1-hk + N � 1 + iV - 1 + ^x + iV 
• 
This implies (5.14). 
Using this criteria, it follows easily that the simple random walks on the aug-
mented rooted trees corresponding to the cantor sets, Sierpinski gaskets，Sierpinski 
carpets satisfy the uniform drift condition. On the other hand，consider the twm 
dragon K defined by the IFS 
Fi{x) 二 >ria;，F2{x) = A-\x + d) 
where A 二 [1’1;一1’1] and d = [1,1”. It is known that K is a self-similar tile in 
r2 and K has 6 neighbors [10] (here x �/» y means dimniF^iK)门 二 1). It 
follows that k 二 maxxe；^ ^x 二 6 and so p 二 Also min^ex ^x = 1’ and so g = ^ 
Hcncc the uniform drift condition is violated. (Note also that dinin K = 2.) 
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5.6 Remarks and open questions 
There arc two major restrictions in our proof of the cxistciicc of the induccd Dirichlct 
form. First, we prove that the domain is dense in by showing that 
Lip(A'; a) C T>K if a > I dim" K. This depends crucially on the observation that 
ii has finite graph energy if u is Holder with exponent a > | dim// K. This imposes 
a severe restriction on the dimension of the self-similar set that can be treated. 
Q l . In Theorem 5.4.9, can wc remove the condition dim// K < 2? 
Furthermore, although the uniform drift condition (5.6) is a convenient technical 
assumption, it is rather strong and docs not seem to be an essential feature of raiidoiii 
walks on augmented rooted trees. (For example, the main results should still hold 
if wc change arbitrarily the conductaiiccs of finitely many edges.) 
Q2. Can wc remove the uniform drift condition in Theorem 5.4.3? 
Oil the other hand, our approach is quite general and it is probable that similar 
methods can be used to construct induccd Dirichlct forms on other structures, such 
as the limit sets of self-similar groups (see Scction 3.4). 
Q3. Can wc construct induccd Dirichlct forms on other structures? 
Wc have only proved the cxistcncc of the induced Dirichlct forms and give a 
dense class of functions in the domain, and many questions arc unanswered. The 
most difficult problem in dealing with random walks on augmented rooted trees is 
that the Green function and Martin kernel arc hard to estimate. If wo could estimate 
the form of the jump kernel J(x,y), much more about the Dirichlct form and the 
associated jump proccss would be known. In particular, we would like to ask: 
Q4. Is {8K,'DK) regular? That is, docs V*K 二 VK? 
Q5. Docs the heat kernel of the jump process associated with the induccd Dirichlct 
form admit some nicc estimates? 
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Wc end this thesis with a problem not related to our main tlicnic. Our coupling 
argument involves the random sum X；^ ! r '^" where {y„} is a birth-aiid-dcath chain. 
More generally, for 0 < A < 1 wc can consider the random series 
n = l 
where the signs arc choscii uniformly and independently from { 一 1，1} (and indepen-
dent of {Vi}). For simplicity, assume that p + q = 1 (with p > q) and Yq = 0. If 
J? 二 1，then Yn 三 71 and Bx — 二i 士A" is the Bernoulli convolution (see [54]). Let 
Pa⑷二 E e肌，？ G R , 
be the Fourier transform of Bx- Conditioning on the value of 士入}】，wc get 
which rccliiccs to j>a(0 = F I ^ i when p = 1. Similarly, wo can show that 
the distribution function Fx(t) = P{Ba < t} satisfies the fmict.ional equation 
尸 A � = 专 — 1) + 署 1) + 芸 + 1) + •i^ ACA, + 1). (5.16) 
Now (5.15) and (5.16) differ from the classical Bernoulli convolution in that both 
contractivc and expanding terms arc present. However, sincc p > q the system 
corresponding to (5.16) still 'contracts on average', and the results in [9] give a 
region where the distribution of Bx is singular. 
Q6. For what values of A and p is the distribution of Bx absolutely continuous with 
rcspcct to the Lebcsguc measure? 
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